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Plastic bag bans are reshaping the future of shopping grocery bags in the world and with the 

legal regulations of the ban status that is changing and updating every day, all stakeholders 

affected by this continuous change leading to changes in consumers’ mindset, manufacturing 

industry, and market trends. Therefore, it is very important to analyze and predict the positioning 

of all matters concerning the plastic bag bans and how it will influence the direction of grocery 

bag usage in the future. This thesis shows predictions to future prospects of plastic and paper 

bags concerning the opportunities and threats to face, ban development and status, competitive 

products, and market position. The results and discussion of this research contribute to the 

understanding of the future of the shopping bags, legal status, and consumer behavior. The thesis 

also provides insights into recommendations for future market development. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Europe free from plastic bags made from non-renewable resources and Zero waste Europe are 

examples of sustainable-related talks and concerns of the decade. The definition of plastic bag 

is mainly limited here to grocery plastic bags or single-use plastic bags. However, in the past 

decade, several initiatives took place in order to reduce the plastic bag consumption in the world 

targeting to ban plastic bags and replacing them by the use of environmental friendly alternatives 

such as paper bags and reusable bags (Zero Waste, 2014).  

One of the noteworthy laws right now in the world concerning environmental responsibility is 

the regulation or law of “Plastic-bag ban (PBB)”. This law is indispensable, easy to implement, 

and very effectual due to the benefits it will bring to the environment, the human beings, and 

the global economy (Zhu, 2011). There are many aspects concerning the PBB when it comes to 

the public consumer behavior, the most important are the motivational and behavioral aspects 

(Jakovcevic et al., 2014).  

The PBB either it is a ban or levy has a noticeable positive result summarized in two main points 

which are the huge drop in plastic bag usage and the reduction of white pollution (Zhu, 2011). 

The environmental responsibility and the willingness to protect the environment is what 

motivates people the most and helps the policy supporters while the financial costs when it 

comes to implemented levy or tax is what holds the process back in some situations (Jakovcevic 

et al., 2014). A study (Jakovcevic et al., 2014) has shown that more people were likely to bring 

their own bag while shopping after the PBB charges were initiated in the supermarkets and that 

the percentages increased along with time. The suggestion from the study is that the PBB 

financial incentive was the main reason behind triggering the environmental motives which 

encouraged the consumers to bring their own shopping bags and sustain this behavior 

(Jakovcevic et al., 2014). 

There are many alternatives offered when the PBB implemented in a city or a state or even a 

country. These alternatives are plastic biodegradable or compostable bags, paper bags, reusable 

plastic bags, and reusable fabric bags. These options offered at supermarkets or stores depending 

on the size of the retailer. Still there is a number of shops and supermarkets that are still offering 
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single use plastic carry bags because it is the easiest and cheapest option to support their work 

and easily serve their customers. A number of countries and states have already started the ban 

of plastic bags consumption. In addition, many others are in the way to ban completely the use 

of plastic bags. However, there is a lack in the available information and investigation reports 

in the research community about the future of plastic bags in general and in particular the role 

of paper bags. 

The main objective of this thesis was to gather and analyze information in order to foresee the 

future of plastic bags around the world. One question concerns if the bans will keep spreading 

around the globe until the plastic bag will be totally banned or not, if plastic bags will be replaced 

with other alternatives such as different materials or new products with competitive advantages. 

Additionally, anticipate the future opportunities of paper bags, and perceive the continuation of 

the paper shopping bags supply in supermarkets as alternatives for plastic bags after bans and 

levy regulations take place. Plus to determine the more effective method of bans depending on 

the people’s response to the laws and regulations. Which is either to introduce total ban the 

plastic bags or to introduce charges. 

The main research question for this thesis is “Plastic bags current status, will it be totally banned 

and replaced in the future? What is next? What are the future prospects?” and there are five 

secondary questions for answering, supporting the main question throughout this thesis, which 

are: 

(1) What are the characteristics and specifications of plastic and paper? 

(2) What are the current legislation and legal status in Europe concerning plastic and paper 

bags? 

(3) Which countries started ban of single-use plastic bags, which countries are in the way to 

this decision? 

(4) How the revolutionary plastic/paper bag new product modification is going to affect the 

market? Competitiveness will arise. What are the behavioral aspects of the society? 

What are the opportunities and threats? 

(5) What is the competitiveness of paper bags; will they replace plastic bags in the future? 

If they do, what will be the main reasons for that replacement? 
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The hypothesis in this thesis is that the plastic bags ban affects the behavior of the consumers 

towards their consumption rates by bringing their own bags to avoid extra charges, or purchasing 

sustainable and biobased alternatives such as paper bags and reusable bags due to the 

convenience and easy use of the material. However, the plastic bag ban is changing the value 

chain of single-use bag and the consumer awareness concerning the role of biobased bags is not 

correct and needs to be addresses more thoroughly.  

2. THEORY AND BACKGROUND 

This chapter will show an overview of the basic information that will be the background support 

of this study. The literature review is summarizing the essential findings from previous 

researches and studies about shopping carryout bags materials, products, consumer behavior, 

legislation, and market trends. 

Carrier bags play an important role in the global packaging. The following are indications to 

prove that the global packaging material competitors are mainly paper and plastic materials with 

their different types of patents and products and that the food packaging grasps the highest share 

and importance.  

Figure 1 demonstrates that Europe holds the largest shares of global packaging in the year 2012. 

Whereas the total market size is worth of 400 billion dollars, where Europe holds a share of 34% 

of the market, similarly Asia and Middle East and Africa, where they are the market leaders, 

while North America holds a share of 27% of the market, and comes in third place in the highest 

market shares. While Latin America comes in last with a very small share of 5% (Ernst & Young 

Limited & EY., 2013). 

The global packaging statistics displays the paper and board with 34% percentage of the global 

packaging material type used however the rigid and flexible plastic jointly withhold 37% of the 

total packaging materials. Whereas correspondingly the food packaging embraces the largest 

percentage of 51% with favors to the packaging end market (Ernst & Young Limited & EY., 

2013). 
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Figure 1 -  Packaging geographical market shares (Ernst & Young Limited & EY., 2013) 

 

 

 

Figure 2 -  Packaging international end markets and material types  

(Ernst & Young Limited & EY., 2013) 

2.1 Part I: Carryout Bags  

The different types of carryout bags can divide into two main categories, which are single-use 

bags and reusable bags. Single-use bags can be made out of plastic, paper, or biodegradable 

materials while reusable bags can be made out of thick durable plastic, cloth such as cotton 

canvas, or fabric (ICF International, 2010). 
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There is a noticeable consumer behavior with regards to the carrier bags choices where plastic 

bags are more preferred in use than paper or reusable bags (Burnett, 2013). This attitude is due 

to many reasons, but most outstandingly is the properties and characteristics of plastic bags, 

which somehow come more favorable to the consumers. “Compared to paper and reusable bags, 

plastic bags are lightweight, strong, flexible and moisture resistant. In addition, they are easy to 

store and reusable for multiple purposes” (Burnett, 2013). 

The consumers’ restrictions for the use of carryout bags was justified by the advocates 

mentioning the concerns of environmental harms, litter, waste disposal, and recycling (Burnett, 

2013). Numerous municipalities and governments all over the world are applying plastic bag 

bans and taxes on a basis of towns, cities, states, and nationwide regulations besides the 

popularity of plastic bags and their preferred features by the public and retail industries. 

There are many research conducted now concerning the generation of results of the plastic bag 

bans within the litter disposal and recycling management and finances. The focus in this thesis 

is going to be on the shopping carryout bags with an overall observation of the major materials 

and products of plastic and paper bags that now utilized in European and global markets. 

2.1.1 Plastic bags 

Plastic bags waste leads to enormous environmental problems, which is why the subject has 

captivated tremendous political and public attention all over the globe. Plastic bags waste leads 

to harming the environment, ecology, humans, animals, weather, marine, water, landfill and the 

list goes on. The most commonly used single-use plastic bags in the EU are of which have 

thickness of less than 50 microns (Directive 94/62/EC, 2015).  

Plastic bags degradation time can reach up to hundreds of years in the case of sun exposure 

nevertheless it might leave traces in the environment that will last even more (Business-ethics, 

2010). In addition that plastic bags utilization reaches up to 1 trillion plastic bags worldwide per 

year, the toxic content remains despite of decomposition and other various environmental and 

economic impacts (Earth Policy Institute, 2014). A research carried out in Michigan State 

University resulted in that the additives to biodegrade plastics do not function properly in 

landfills or composting which are the most familiar disposal directions (MSU Today, 2015). 
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Plastic bags reported to have harmful emissions. “Plastic bags do not disintegrate and while 

burned, they emit CO2.” (Horská, Pulatov, & Abdirashidov, 2015). Figure 3 represents the 

worldwide plastic bag consumption statistics.  

 

Figure 3 -  Worldwide plastic bags statistics (Horská et al., 2015) 

 

Figure 4 shows the most common types of plastic bags, the left image represents the t-shirt bag 

with handles, the middle image represents the die cut handle bag, and the image on the right 

represents the soft loop handle bags (Moilanen, Pajula, & Hohenthal, n.d.). 

 

Figure 4 -  The most common plastic bag types (Moilanen et al., n.d.) 
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The main types of plastic bag materials mentioned in this section are biodegradable, 

compostable, and bio-based plastic materials. Where they have to meet multiple international 

standards that agreed upon by international responsible organizations in order for labelling with 

the specific material to ensure the properties such as US Standard ASTM, European Norm 

Standard EN, Australian Standard AS, and many more.   

Biodegradable plastic 

Biodegradable plastics have the ability of degradation along time in the environment under 

certain conditions, taking into account that biodegradable materials do not mean that the 

material is recyclable neither compostable. Biodegradation is the natural decomposition of the 

material by microorganisms into water, carbon dioxide, methane, minerals, biomass, and other 

inorganic compounds. Examples of the natural microorganisms are fungi, bacteria, and algae. 

The main uses of biodegradable plastics are mainly in short life applications for example single-

use packaging, food waste disposal bags, and many food utensils (Council, 2014). 

Biobased plastic 

Bio-based plastics are made out of renewable carbon resources, which are much more 

sustainable alternatives than plastics which are made out of fossil fuels. Examples of the 

renewable resources are wheat, corn, rice, potatoes, sugarcane, soy, and vegetable oil. Bio-based 

plastics do not mean that they are biodegrabale or compostable, while bio-based plastics have 

the options of being fully or partially bio-based (Council, 2014). 

Compostable 

Compostable plastics are biodegradable in composting environment, which means that it needs 

certain conditions for the process to occur. The composting process should not leave behind any 

harmful remainders while aiding the compost with beneficial components. It is necessary for 

compostable products to meet required standards for acquiring the compostable labelling 

(Council, 2014). 
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“Composting is the process of breaking down organic waste by microbial digestion to create 

compost. Compost has many beneficial uses including improving and fertilizing soil” (Biobag 

USA, 2016) 

2.1.2 Paper bags 

Paper is observed as a high performance packaging resource for the reason that it is natural, 

renewable, reusable, recyclable, high quality, breakdown time is short, and disintegration in 

nature leaves no accumulation in the environment (Kirwan, 2013). The most important points 

of paper bag packaging are summarized in material strength, rigidity, color ability, printability, 

breathability, protect ability, cost effectiveness, and decent versatility allowing continuous 

adaptation and response to market needs and updates (Kirwan, 2013). Paper bags has many 

shapes and designs, but the most essential for the industry is the square bottom paper bags which 

provide stability in carrying and the free-standing option. Paper bags manufacturing requires 

high amount of trees, material, energy, and water (Kirwan, 2013). 

However, there are multiple solutions for the resources issue such as sustainable forests 

management to minimize the usage of virgin forests, use of renewable energy sources such as 

solar, wind, and hydroelectric energy, and recycling of water with integrating the closed loop 

process with high efficiencies. In other words, paper bags considered more sustainable than 

plastic bags. 

“As an alternative, paper carrier bags have some exceptional environmental credentials that no 

other bag types have: they are natural, biodegradable and recyclable, come from an infinitely 

renewable resource and are produced in a sustainable manner” (Release, 2015).  

Furthermore, paper bags have high mechanical properties for high quality designs for shopping 

and they have the ability to protect the carried goods from damage in many situations such as 

impact, which is safer compared to the plastic bag properties. 

“Paper carrier bags are strong, have excellent printability, can have either a glossy or a smooth 

surface and have very good stiffness to keep the packed goods safe” (Release, 2015). 
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This shows that paper bags supported by the European Legislation to be the best alternative for 

plastic bags since they offer great replacement options. 

2.1.2.1 Traditional kraft paper bags 

Kraft paper is considered the most common paper grade used in the manufacturing of paper 

shopping bags, it can be in a bleached or unbleached form with majority of brown and white 

colors that are the most usual standards. Kraft paper is categorized into a variety of quality and 

smoothness degrees based on the production demand in the industrial or retail field (Kirwan, 

2013). 

2.1.2.2 Ecofriendly recycled paper bags 

This type of paper bags mainly manufactured out of recycled paper or recycled kraft paper. A 

variety of grades are generated from recycled paper which can be used in recycling to produce 

paper with recycled fibre with percentages that can reach 100% recycled content which in the 

end is utilized for packaging purposes especially paper bags (Kirwan, 2013). 

2.1.3 Comparison of materials mechanical properties 

A recent survey carried out among the different stakeholders by Ecoflex bag project in several 

European countries, and the results have showed that the main types of commercial bags are 

plastic, paper, and canvas where plastic bags are the most common due to their preferred 

mechanical properties and variety of options. Figure 5 illustrates the survey results about the 

required mechanical properties for commercial bags desired by the stakeholders to be in the 

market (Moilanen et al., n.d.). 
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Figure 5 -  Stakeholders desired mechanical properties of commercial carryout bags 

(Moilanen et al., n.d.) 

 

2.2 Part II: Trends of plastic markets 

 

The plastic market trends has faced many changes through the past years since the scientific 

research are constantly introducing new material patents and updates into the market which 

leads to the change of market trends every short period of time.  

One of the important materials in the plastics category is the biobased polymers which are 

materials that are made out of renewable resources (Babu, O’Connor, & Seeram, 2013).  

“Bio-plastics are a form of plastics derived from plant sources such as sweet potatoes, soya bean 

oil, sugarcane, hemp oil, and corn starch” (Reddy, Reddy, & Gupta, 2013). 
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Indeed, the most significant plastic material that is driving global attention and concern is the 

bio-plastics due to the brilliance it offers to the packaging industry in the matters of 

sustainability. 

The bio-based polymers offer many major effective contributions summarized in the reduction 

of fossil fuels dependence relatively the reduction of carbon dioxide harmful emissions where 

bio-based polymers are moving towards fulfilling the worldwide demand for renewable 

resourced raw materials for production (Babu et al., 2013). There are many benefits 

accompanying the materials but some challenges mainly in the cost structure compared to 

performance. “The many advantages of bio-plastics such as - 100% biodegradable, produced 

from natural renewable resources, able to be recycled, reused, composted or burned without 

producing toxic byproducts” (Reddy et al., 2013). The material properties, economic and 

environmental benefits shows that it can be a very good alternative to replace traditional oil 

based plastic bags. Figure 6 shows the benefits of bio-plastics over oil-based plastics. 

 

Figure 6 -  Comparison between bio-plastic and oil based plastic material properties 

(Reddy et al., 2013) 
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2.2.1 European market trends 

The European market is an essential market for determining the direction of the world industries, 

production, and market volumes due to the international certified standards and environmental 

responsibility in the region. A press release in 2015 stated that “Paper carrier bag producers are 

now preparing for increased demand for their products when fossil- based plastic bags in 

supermarkets and other shops have to be replaced.” (Release, 2015). 

 

Figure 7 - Different types of bioplastic bags in the European market  

(European Bioplastics Publications, 2016) 
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There are many types of plastic bags in the European market with different material, thickness, 

and size as shown in Figure 7. The most common types of shopping bags are single-use bags, 

multiple-use or reusable bags, and bags for life. All of these types of bags have a bioplastic 

alternative that withholds the original properties of the bags plus some additional benefits that 

are beneficial for both the environment and the economy. Which mainly focused in reduction 

of the carbon footprint and renewable energy recovery potential. “The size of the European 

plastic bag-market (all bag types) is approx. 1.7 million tonnes each year, with carrier bags 

accounting for around 800,000 tonnes” (European Bioplastics, 2015). Therefore, bioplastic 

alternatives are showing great benefits and thus high market opportunities in Europe. 

2.2.2 Global market trends 

The global market trends are very different and diverse. As mentioned earlier, the global 

packaging market has plastic and paper material types as the major leaders. However, the most 

essential upcoming trend is the growth of the bioplastic market. The world is used to the plastic 

bag usage habit, due to the variety of products and the plastic bag culture that has been there for 

more than a century, which will come in favor to bioplastic bags consumption. 

Biobased polymers currently found in several functions such as advanced technologies and 

public awareness, which shows that they are in the way to replace traditional polymers. However 

the biggest challenge faced by biobased polymers is the price and performance rates which 

obstruct the commercialization broadening (Babu et al., 2013). Figure 8 represents the global 

production capacities of bioplastics where in the past few years the growth was of very low rates 

while predicted to have a significant growth starting 2017 with higher rates of increase in 2018 

and 2019. 

Since one of the most important struggles faced by bioplastics materials is the financial factor, 

it is of great importance to monitor the bioplastics circular economy for development. 

“According to the Ellen MacArthur Foundation circular economy is “restorative and 

regenerative by design, which aims to keep products, components and materials at their highest 

utility and value at all times, distinguishing between technical and biological cycles” (European 

Bioplastics, 2015). 
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Figure 8 - Global production capacities of bioplastics  

(European Bioplastics Publications, 2015) 

 

Figure 9 – Circular economy of bioplastics (European Bioplastics Publications, 2015) 
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Bioplastics is changing the economic concept from linear economy of “make, use, dispose” to 

circular economy of “reuse, recycle or biodegrade. As share of the bioeconomy, bioplastics 

represent circularity by regenerating carbon dioxide and producing sustainable daily life 

products using renewable raw materials (European Bioplastics, 2015). 

Figure 9 represents the closed cycle of circular economy where mechanic recycling is the end 

of life option for bioplastics after the particular products have been used, while still the rest of 

the products undergo the normal cycle to organic recovery, energy recovery, to renewable 

resources increase then the production of bioplastics 

 

Figure 10 – Bioplastics types and features comparison (You, Oh, Hong, & Choi, 2015) 

 

There are different types of bioplastics where the major types are biodegradable products both 

of natural based and petroleum based oxo-biodegradable plastics, and biobased plastics both of 

combined and polymerized types. Figure 10 presents bioplastics types division with further 

details about the materials and their properties. It can be emphasized “None of bio-based plastics 

currently in commercial use or under development are fully sustainable. Since some bio-based 

plastics are preferable from a health and safety perspective and others are preferable from an 

environmental perspective” (Álvarez-Chávez, Edwards, Moure-Eraso, & Geiser, 2012). Thus, 

more research as still needed to advance the technologies of bioplastics into reaching a more 

sustainable, environmental responsible and economic optimization profile. 
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2.3 Part III: Legislation and regulation status in Europe concerning plastic bags 

The European Parliament has delivered a law to drop down significantly the single-use plastic 

bags utilization on April 28, 2015 directing to ban this utilization in all Europe. Directive (EU) 

2015/720 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 29th April 2015 amending Directive 

94/62/EC as regards reducing the consumption of lightweight plastic carrier bags. The decision 

is directed to decreasing the average annual use of plastic bags by each EU citizen from 

198 plastic bags 2010 to 90 bags by 2019 and finally 40 bags in 2025. In addition, aiming at 

2018 that lightweight plastic carrier bags will no longer be free of charge. The flexible 

legislation implemented is that each state is free to choose their desired method for plastic bag 

usage reduction, either ban or introducing charges as tax or levy (Directive 94/62/EC, 2015). 

2.3.1 Legislation and regulation status in the past 

The European Parliament initiated the packaging and packaging waste Directive 94/62/EC in 

1994 to discuss the issues concerning packaging. The directive since 2004 and through the 

following years worked on the issues of updating the regulations for packaging definitions, 

waste recovery and recycling target measures leading the decisions taken for the plastic bag 

regulations in 2015 (Directive 94/62/EC, 2015). 

2.3.2 Changes and updates in legislation and regulation status 

The legislations expected due to the trends and the discussed issues within the regulation 

responsible authorizations even before the directive in 2015. 

“The legislative landscape is also changing where bio-based products are being favored through 

initiatives such as the Lead Market Initiative (European Union) and BioPreferred (USA)” (Babu 

et al., 2013).The Directive (EU) 2015/720 subjected for transportation measures and decisions 

in November 2016 concerning the lightweight plastic carrier bags consumption reduction. 

2.4 Part IV: Global market leaders 

It is undeniable that the global market leaders of packaging materials and products play a 

significant role in numerous segments of the shopping bag industry remarkably the outstanding 
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bag materials development and the wide variety of manufactured products. Therefore, a brief 

summary represented in the tables below shows the market leaders in bag materials and products 

divided into two main categories that are plastic and paper.  

 

2.4.1 Plastic bag products and manufacturers 

Table 1 - Plastic bag producers and manufacturers I 

Product / 

Company 

Material & Specs Standards Product Sample 

BioBag . Compostable Products 

. Biodegradable Products 

. Shopping Bags 

. Grocery Packaging Bags 

. US Standard 

ASTM D6400 

. European Standard  

EN 13432 / 

European Norm 

 
Regular Shopper Bag 

 
Fruit/Vegetable Bag 

 

(Source: 

www.biobagusa.com) 

BioTuf . Compostable Products 

. Can Liners 

 

. ASTM D6400  

. BPI certified (US 

Compostable 

Product 

Certification)  
Can Liner Bag 

 

(Source: 

www.biotuf.com) 

Basf 

Ecovio 

Ecoflex 

. Biodegradable Products 

. Certified Compostable 

. Variable Biobased Content 

. European Standard  

EN 13432 

. European Standard  

EN 13432 / 

European Norm  
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 . Australian Standard 

AS 4736 

. Japaneese standard 

GreenPla 

. Chinese Standard 

GB/T 

. Home  

Composting 

Shopping Bag 

Products 

 

(Source: 

www.basf.com) 

 

Table 2 - Plastic bag producers and manufacturers II 

Product / 

Company 

Material & Specs Standards Product Sample 

Trellis 

Earth  

Bioplastic 

. Bioplastics Material 

. High Starch Content 

. 70% Renewable Materials 

. Reduces greenhouse 

emissions and oil 

dependency 

. ASTM D6868 

(biomass content) 

 

Shopping Bag Products 

 

(Source: 

www.trellisbioplastic.com) 

Mater-Bi 

I, & II 

. Biodegradable 

. Compostable 

 

. European 

Standard  

EN 13432 / 

European Norm         

 

 

2.4.2 Paper bag products and manufacturers 

Figure.11 shows examples of some leading worldwide companies in the bags industry.  
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Table 3 – Examples of worldwide paper bag manufacturers

 

2.5 Part V: Environmental Assessment and Waste Management 

It is important to realize the plastic bag bans connection with the environmental matters and the 

waste management issues because they represent a fundamental worldwide governmental and 

industry decision taking considerations. 

2.5.1 Life cycle assessment of bags 

The life cycle assessment of bags plays an important role in defining the life cycle path of the 

bags from the starting moment they are used until the end of the cycle when it is finally disposed. 

Worldwide countries have taken many initiatives for the reduction of plastic bags in the past 

years, but the main problem is that plastic bags is a major sign of consumer culture and the 

argument being discussed in public is the plastic bag material rather than the consumer 

negative behavior of irresponsible throw-away habits (Gabriel, Tschandl, & Posch, 2014). 

All types of bags affect the environment in different ways, but the thin HDPE bags have an 

obvious impact because they are common to end up in the environment due to their light weight 

Worldwide Paper Packaging Companies

Name Country Description

International

Solenis Australia Pty Limited Australia Chemical & Paper Industry

Nuplex Pulp & Paper Australia Chemical & Paper Industry

Andritz Group Austria Paper Industry Manufacturing

Bag to Earth Canada & USA Paper Bags & Packaging

Mada Trade Egypt Paper Bags & Packaging

Cepi-Eurokraft Europe Sack Paper and Packaging Production 

A-KASSI KY Finland Paper Packaging

Export Smurfit Kappa Finland Oy Finland Paper Bags Manufacturing

WellPak Finland OY Finland Paper Bags & Flexible Packaging

Cabassi Oy Finland Plastic & Paper Bag Packaging

Carccu Finland European Producers for Sack and Kraft Paper

Pussikeskus Oy Finland Plastic & Paper Bag Packaging

Segezha Packaging Oy Finland Plastic & Paper Bags, Reusable Bags

TRANSFOPLASTIQUE France Plastic & Paper Bag Packaging

PUB EN SAC France Paper packaging and Kraft bags

LE SAC PUBLICITAIRE France Compostable Paper Waste Bags 

DS SMITH PLASTICS FRANCE France Paper Industry Equipment & Services

River Pack France Plastic & Paper Bags Packaging

Mondi Group International Packaging and Paper

AB Group Packaging Ireland Paper Bags & Packaging

Paper Bags Ltd Kenya Paper Bags & Packaging

Barleta Bacau Romania Paper Bags & Packaging

Segezha Group Russia Paper Bags & Packaging

Billerudkorsnas Sweden Paper Bags & Packaging

Nippon Paper Group USA Paper Bags & Packaging

International Paper USA Paper Bag & Packaging

B&H Bag Co USA Paper Bags & Packaging

Nashville Waps USA Eco-Friendly Plastic & Paper Bags Packaging

Westrock USA Paper & Packaging Solitions
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which makes them easily carried by the wind despite being in waste bins (Gabriel et al., 2014). 

In other words, the light weight properties of plastic bags makes it difficult for waste 

management in terms of controlling the location of plastic bags when they are disposed. “On 

the other hand, the conventional HDPE bag has the lowest environmental impacts of most 

impact categories, so it is still the greenest option for carrying groceries home from the store, 

even if used just once.” (Gabriel et al., 2014). 

There is an important relation between the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) and the decision-

making for the environmental impacts of shopping carryout bags. In a recent study published 

by the UK Environment Agency in 2011, there was comparison of environmental effects of 

single-use and reusable bags made from different major packaging materials. The study showed 

that the bags that generate the greatest emissions are the compostable bags, according to the 

Global Warming Potential (GWP) that used to measure the greenhouse CO2 emissions within a 

product lifetime. Moreover, showing that pre-disposal use of paper bags are most likely to be 

four times whereas holding nearly the lowest GWP value out of all other bag materials (Rain 

Tsong, 2015). 

Figure 13 shows the environmental options that might take place due to the global warming 

potentials of every section for alternative carryout bags. In Another study (Edwards, C. and Fry, 

2011), it was shown that paper bags out of nearly all types of carryout bags has the best and 

highest advantage with regards to the end-of-life processes in Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12 -  End-of-life processes for various carrier bags (Edwards, C. and Fry, 2011) 
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Figure 13 - Global warming potentials for alternative carryout bags (Rain Tsong, 2015) 

2.5.2 Marine environment pollution from plastic bags 

It is undeniable that plastic bag production and consumption leads to many environmental 

problems particularly the marine debris pollution. The graph in Figure 14 represents a study that 

has shown plastic bags to be one of the top three debris pollution elements that found on beaches 

all over the world (Euronews, 2016). 

Certainly, there is no shortage of disagreement that there is a lack of public awareness about the 

negative health effects of plastic bags and the harmful effects they have to the environment, 

which leads us to notice that more attention should drive towards this issue. In a recent study 

(Communication et al., 2016) participants were notified of the health hazards of plastic bags and 

thus they supported the plastic bag ban, however the majority of the participants were noticed 

to have poor practices of reusing old bags or replacing their usage with alternative bags, which 

indicates one of the main consumer usage problems. 
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Figure 14 - Percentages of top 10 debris found on beaches worldwide (Euronews, 2016) 

The plastics production industry rise was so high that the quantities produced in the past century 

are nearly close to the quantities produced in the first ten years of the current century 

(Thompson, Moore, vom Saal, & Swan, 2009). As mentioned, the quantity of plastics produced 

in the first 10 years of the current century will approach the total worldwide production produced 

in the entire century that preceded. 

Figure 15 shows the global map displaying the estimated masses in year 2010 of mismanaged 

plastic waste in units of metric tons’ millions MT in countries around the world. In which the 

plastic waste was generated by populations living near the sea coasts within 50 km distance, the 

significance of the amount is represented in shaded areas of countries with the darker shade as 

more significant (Jambeck et al., 2015).    
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Figure 15 – Worldwide plastic waste amounts available to enter the ocean in 2010 

(Jambeck et al., 2015) 

A study (Jambeck et al., 2015) estimated the waste amounts in 2010 for the highest 20 countries 

in the world with regards of mismanaged plastic waste mass in units of millions of metric tons 

per year, the following Figure 16 represents the countries with the economic classifications, the 

population amounts, and the percentages of waste plus the plastic marine debris. European 

Union coastal countries approximately considered in the eighteenth rank on the international 

list. 

Packaging reserves more than a third of production share, meanwhile that packaging is dicarded 

in a very fast manner where finally it ends up in disposal and overloads the waste management 

capacities. Therefore, this is not sustainable (Thompson et al., 2009). 

Means of developing the waste management system is in current research for maintaining 

sustainability standards, and more environmental responsible waste management cycles. 

As a conclusion regarding plastics, it is apparent that a lack of sustainability regarding the 

production, use, and disposal methodologies exists, which threatens human health and wildlife, 

although that plastics offer extensive future benefits (Thompson et al., 2009). 
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Figure 16 – Top 20 countries ranked by mismanaged plastic waste in 2010  

(Jambeck et al., 2015) 

Njeru (2006) observed that there are many factors affecting the plastic pollution problems as 

mentioned in his study carried about the plastic pollution problem in Nairobi, Kenya. Where the 

monthly plastic bag usage more than 24 million plastic bags and the amount ending up in the 

solid waste stream is more than 12 million plastic bags causing the solid waste management 

challenges in the country. 

As noticed in the previous case, occasionally the power of culture, economy, and politics have 

a great hand in the implementation of bans and in the development and application of waste 

management systems, hence recommended not to underestimate the effect of these factors. 

A set of six case studies concerned with marine debris carried earlier, three case studies focused 

on consumer-oriented plastic bag policies in Washington State in USA, Shanghai City in China, 

and Ireland. Moreover, the other three case studies focused on the Extended Producer 
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Responsibility approaches in United States, Canada, and the European Union. Many problems 

noticed concerning the topics where the study suggested recommendations aiming to reduce 

plastic bags as marine debris from an environmental perspective. Figure 17 presents a summary 

of the suggested solutions (Espinosa, Markova, Sansom, Zhang, & Williams, 2012). 

 

Figure 17 – Plastic bag marine debris solution package  

(Espinosa et al., 2012) 

Education and public awareness of the problem are very powerful primary solutions to the issue 

since that if the awareness spreads to the communities and they gain the willingness to change, 

at then a tremendous difference can be made (Derraik, 2002). 

Furthermore, all parts of the community of public, governments, and businesses need to unite 

to start working to solve the environmental problems especially the plastic debris to protect the 

oceans. Think global and act local should be the fundamental attitude with actions of legislation 

and ecological education awareness that should be implemented for future improvement of the 

environmental case (Derraik, 2002). That is the global initiatives taken nowadays. 
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2.5.3 Waste management 

The basic concepts of waste management were identified by the European Waste Framework 

Directive 2008/98/EC that includes targets to be realized by 2020 with respect to the recycling 

and recovery sector which are 50% reuse and recycling preparation for households categorized 

waste materials and 70% for construction categorized waste in addition to recovery (Directive 

2008/98/EC, 2008). 

 

Figure 18 -  Waste management hierarchy (Directive 2008/98/EC, 2008) 

 
Figure 19 -  UK Packaging waste management targets  

(Department for Environment Food & Rural Affairs, 2012) 
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The main target of the waste management hierarchy represented in Figure 18 is to promote the 

3Rs, which are Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle. A worldwide movement adopted by entities and 

individuals all over the world to improve the waste disposal and management process with waste 

prevention as the first option and disposal as the last option. 

An example of the waste management targets implementation in Europe is showed in Figure 19 

where the United Kingdom announced the new packaging targets in 2012 for the time period 

from the year 2013 to 2017 (Deptartment for Environment Food & Rural Affairs, 2012).  

The plastic bags problem is a global problem where many countries over the world are facing 

issue concerning the recycling and waste management. An example is the United States, where 

5% of plastic bags enters the recycling and 45% is neglected or submerged in waste storages 

although it is one of the leading countries in technology and infrastructure (Horská et al., 2015). 

Figure 20 represents the interests of the stakeholders about the problem of plastic packaging 

waste, the stakeholders are the main groups of the retail packaging industry which is shown in 

details with the two main groups of public authorities and private actors. The figure shows the 

possible pros and cons stated by both groups for the two main ideas of substitution of retail 

plastic packaging and the main drivers for the change if the change indented to take place 

(Johannessen, 2015).  
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Figure 20 -  Overview of stakeholders interests with plastic packaging waste  

(Johannessen, 2015) 
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3. Experimental 

This chapter will include the global field analysis of the current business status as well as the 

value chain position, changes and response from the global markets. 

3.1 Global field analysis of the current status 

The companies are continuously considering the promotion of their existing products without 

paying much attention to the rapid change that is happening around them in all parts of the 

supply chain, worldwide industry regulations, and the consumers’ mindset. It is important to 

note that the market is missing many points and whoever succeeds to finds these gaps and fill 

them will definitely take a big part in changing the norms, this can be achieved through many 

aspects with the most significant to be the design process. 

Throughout the previous decade the businesses world and education have incorporated design 

thinking that has been resulting in leading a progressive development in many issues particularly 

in firms operations and look into afar from analysis into a combination of multiple other subjects 

that are taken into consideration for development (Kelly, 2015, p.104). 

In this scope, companies and firms are always seeking improvement in the supply chain to 

increase value and eliminate the processes that subjected to screening or replacement. 

“This is part of what it takes to help firms commit to building something bold and newsworthy, 

instead of only seeking the tactics needed to better sell what is already known.” (Kelly, 2015, 

p.104).  

 

3.2 The value chain changes and response 

During the previous period, the value chain has been changing dramatically due to the 

technology revolutions with the most important point of the rise of the internet and e-commerce 

business opportunities. Where the businesses no longer need to meet in physical meetings to 

finish deals and make orders whether it is business-to-business material supply or business to 

consumer products supply to retailers, distributors, or direct customers.  
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“Packaging companies (known in the materials industry as “converters”) are engaged in the 

conversion of commodity raw materials such as polymer, board or paper into value-added 

consumer or industrial packaging” (Ernst & Young Limited & EY., 2013). 

The online e-commerce has opened opportunities for international businesses and we can see an 

example of Mondi Group (Packaging) where they have collaborated with a rising startup from 

Sweden called iFood bags. Besides integrating the production facilities of the new patented 

paper bags, they have integrated the information systems (IT) into the value chain by opening 

international online orders where the ease of operations allowing more efficient and effective 

operations of the supply chain.  

It is noticed that if there is optimization in the processes from the beginning of the supply chain, 

then the operations speed can be progressed and outcome in a higher efficient process that will 

add value to both the manufacturers and the end customers. Therefore, the change and updates 

in the value chain by cutting some costs from the beginning of supply chain such as negotiations 

will help the producers to cut costs in the production. Hence, drop the costs of products for 

consumers, which will increase the business orders and decrease the production time, which will 

result in overall profits.  

“It is therefore crucial for packaging businesses to manage the stability of their input raw 

material costs and pass through as much of the raw material price inflation as possible to 

customers.” (Ernst & Young Limited & EY., 2013).  

Henceforward, it is observed that companies are updating the value chain to more e-

commercializing the business functions with decreasing the productions costs as much as 

possible so as to generate more value to retailers and end customers. The following Figure 21 

represents the packaging producers’ position in the value chain. 

 

Figure 21 -  Packaging value chain (Ernst & Young Limited & EY., 2013)  
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4. Results 

This chapter will present the results of the thesis, which represented in the form of analysis of 

the trends, the market volumes, and multiple other forms of tables, graphs, and charts, which 

later on discussed in the next chapter.  

4.1 Part I: Plastic bag market trends 

In this thesis, 40 international cases of towns, cities, and countries analyzed to monitor the 

market trends of plastic bag policies and regulations all over the world. The plastic bag policies 

and regulations divided into ban and tax.  

As noticed from the studied cases from all over the world, there are many suggested alternatives 

to the plastic bags when the policies introduced. The main alternatives are more environmental 

friendly plastic material substitutes, environmental friendly paper bags with high renewable and 

recyclable content, and reusable bags with a very long lifecycle such as cotton bags or very thick 

plastic bags. 

There is a rising material in the packaging market which is the bioplastics market especially the 

compostable and biodegradable materials which all an internationally recommended alternative 

materials for traditional plastic bags due to their environmental friendly positive degradation.   

4.1.1 Plastic bag market trends in Europe 

Initially, a short overview of the current legislation status in Europe presented in the following 

tables where 12 countries analyzed with details about the policies implemented along with the 

results.  

The policies of plastic bag bans were more than by tax regulations, taking into account that 

Ireland, Scotland, and Wales fall under the United Kingdom region. The most effective ban 

policy results were in Netherlands where plastic bag consumption dropped to more than half of 

the usual before the bans and that the Dutch population were very supportive to the plastic bag 

ban legislation in the country. While the most effective tax policy results is mainly in the United 

Kingdom region where the plastic bag usage dropped dramatically after short periods of the 
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regulation implementation. The most recent example is the tax regulations in United Kingdom 

implemented in 2015 resulted later on in a huge positive response where the plastic bag usage 

dropped by 85% (The Guardian, 2016). 

There are some countries, which have unstable legislation procedures where the implementation 

dates were delayed multiple times such as in France during the past year, while it is not yet 

specifically determined in Austria and Germany.  

It was noticed also that there is a lack of information about the plastic bag ban regulations in 

some European countries especially Easter Europe. This places these countries in a tight 

situation because the deadline of 2018 is very close for the monitoring of plastic bag usage 

reduction to half the normal annual usage agreements that agreed upon by the European 

Parliament and the members of the European Union that took part of the agreement. The details 

of the European Union cases presented in Tables 4, 5, 6, and 7. 

Table 4 - Policy details for multiple cases in the Europe I

 

Europe

Name

Policy	(Ban/Tax)	-	

Implementation	Date Details Results

Austria

Plastic	Bag	Ban	-																																

In	Discussion	

A	minority	of	supermarkets	in	the	country	

have	restricted	providing	single-use	plastic	

bags	thrugh	voluntary	agreements.	

Danube	river	is	filled	with	an	average	of	40	

tons	of	plastic	bag	waste	per	year.In	2011,	

the	minister	of	environment	proposed	a	

plastic	bag	reduction	plan.	

Some	of	the	major	austrian	supermarkets	

have	stopped	offering	single	use	plastic	bags,	

but	instead	they	offer	paper	or	reusable	bags	

with	charges.	A	lot	of	shoppers	are	using	

some	alternative	bags	when	grocery	shopping	

such	as	fabric	"bags	for	life".

Belgium

Plastic	Bag	Ban	-																		

September	2017

Single-use	plastic	bag	ban	in	Brussels	will	

be	intially	for	supermarkets	then	it	will	

include	retailers	in	2018.

The	tax	implementation	had	an	outstanding	

positive	effect	since	in	8	years	(2003-2011)	it	

has	led	to	nearly	86%	drop	in	overall	plastic	

bag	consumption.	

Czech	Republic

Plastic	Bag	Ban	-																

November	2016

Free	distribution	of	plastic	bag	bags	was	

introduced	in	2011,	Aim	is	to	reduce	the	

plastic	bag	consumption	in	Czech	republic	

which	was	noticed	by	the	European	

Commission	to	be	higher	than	average.		

Government	applied	packaging	disposal	

fee	of	€230	per	tonne	of	waste	

management	disposal	fee	for	

supermarkets	that	don't	charge	their	

customers	for	plastic	bags.	The	new	ban	in	

november	2016	will	oblige	shops	to	charge	

customers	for	bags	of	thickness	more	than	

Government	is	promoting	sustainable	

consumption	programmes.
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Table 5 - Policy details for multiple cases in the Europe II

 

Table 6 - Policy details for multiple cases in the Europe III

 

Europe

Name

Policy	(Ban/Tax)	-	

Implementation	Date Details Results

Denmark

Plastic	Bag	Tax	-																												

January	2003

Plastic	bag	tax	of	€2.9	per	kilogram	of	plastc	bags	was	

applied	to	wholesale	bag	manufacturers	of	plastic	bags.	

Retailers	are	indirectly	charged	from	that	tax	and	not	all	

of	them	increase	the	price	of	plastic	bags,	while	the	bag	

of	volume	5	liters	or	more	are	subjected	to	tax	are	very	

high	prices	ranging	between	€0.27-0.47.	

Plastic	and	paper	bag	usage	dropped	by	nearly	66%	and	

Denmark	is	now	a	leading	country	in	the	lowest	plastic	bag	

usage	in	europe.	Almost	all	of	the	plastic	bag	litter	goes	to	

energy	recovery.

France

Plastic	Bag	Ban	-																											

January	2017

The	government	wants	to	replace	all	degradable	bags	in	

the	market	with	biobased	home	compostable	plastic	

bags.

The	ban	was	delayed	several	times	due	to	many	reasons	

such	as,	Government	gave	time	for	shops	and	suppliers	

to	use	all	the	stock	they	have.

The	public	are	supporting	the	new	regulations	to	support	a	

more	green	environment	while	local	businesses	are	

complaining	about	the	high	prices	of	paper	and	reusable	

bags	compared	to	plastic	bags.

Germany

Plastic	Bag	Tax	-																														

July	2016

Packaging	distrubutors	and	manufacturers	are	

responsible	for	financing	the	whole	supply	chain	

management	and	logistics	cycle	of	plastic	bags	from	

collection	to	recycling	through	a	system	called	"Green	

Dot".	Some	supermarkets	apply	charges	for	single	use	

plastic	bags	and	other	plastc	bags	with	fees	ranging	

betwen	€0,05-0,25.	Government	is	planning	to	increase	

the	plastic	bag	tax	so	that	alpstic	bags	will	have	a	

minimum	cost	of	€0,20	with	Higher	fees	for	reusable	

bags.

Retailers	in	Germany	are	considering	prohibiting	plastic	

bags,	and	one	of	the	largest	retailers	has	taken	an	initiative	

of	banning	plastic	bags	from	the	stores.	Almost	all	of	the	

plastic	bag	litter	goes	to	energy	recovery.

Europe

Name

Policy	(Ban/Tax)	-	

Implementation	Date Details Results

Ireland

Plastic	Bag	Tax	-																											

March	2002

Introduced	levy	of	€0,15	per	plastic	bags	for	

shoppers	in	2002	which	has	increased	to	€0,22	in	

the	start	of	July	2007	,	levy	is	on	all	types	of	

biodegradable	or	non-biodegradable	plastic	bags.

Huge	positive	response	from	retail	and	public,	90%	

reduction	in	use	of	plastic	bags	and	plastic	bag	litter	was	

monitored	in	2014	to	have	dropped	to	0,13%	from	

0,32%	in	2002.	Plastic	bag	consumption	per	capita	

dropped	from	328	in	2002	to	14	in	2014.

Italy

Plastic	Bag	Ban	-																								

January	2011

Plastic	bag	ban	of	all	types	of	non-biodegradable	

plastic	bags	with	exemption	to	reusable	bags.

Italy	received	an	opposition	from	the	UK	in	2013	stating	

that	it	is	not	acceptable	that	a	member	state	of	EU	bans	

a	material	that	is	not	agreed	on	from	the	EU.	There	is	a	

rise	in	the	industry	of	biobased	and	compostable	

materials	for	plastic	bags	manufacturing	in	Italy.

Netherlands

Plastic	Bag	Ban	-																									

January	2016

Ban	is	on	all	types	of	free	plastic	bags	including	

biobased	and	biodegradable.		

Customers	can	get	free	plastic	bags	with	thickness	

under	15	microns	from	the	Exempted	bags	which	

are	Foodstuffs	protection,	Food	wastage	resist,	

Sealed	bags	in	duty	free	shops

Recommended	fee	price	is	€0,25	and	shopkeepers	

are	allowed	to	fix	the	charging	prices.

Retailers	report	a	drop	of	plastic	bag	consumption	of	50-

85%Plastic	bag	supply	wholesalers	report	drop	in	bag	

sales	of	60-70%83%	of	Dutch	people	bring	bags	with	

them	to	the	store,	and	some	shoppers	go	for	a	paper	

bag	when	needed	to	buy	a	bag.	
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Table 7 - Policy details for multiple cases in the Europe IV

 

Figure 22 presents the policy implementation dates in years of the cases studied in the European 

Union region. 

 

Figure 22 - Policy implementation dates of European cases 

Europe

Name

Policy	(Ban/Tax)	-	

Implementation	Date Details Results

Scotland

Plastic	Bag	Tax	-																								

October	2014	

Minimum	of	5	pence	charges	for	all	single-

use	plastic	bags.

In	2015	it	was	recorded	that	plastic	bag	usage	dropped	by	80%	

which	corresponds	to	650million	bags	and	money	raised	for	

good	causes	and	environmental	projects	had	reached	6.7	

million	gbp.

United	

Kingdom

Plastic	Bag	Tax	-																								

October	2015

The	government	applied	5	pence	charges	

for	all	single-use	plastic	bags	and		

encouraged	the	regulations	aiming	to	

decrease	usage	by	up	to	80%	in	the	large	

supermarkets,	while	small	retailers	don''t	

need	to	impose	levy.

Positive	impacts	are	the	huge	drop	of	85%	in	plastic	bag	usage	

and	the	retailer	actions	taken	where	Poundland	Retailer	

donated	800,000	Gbp	to	cancer	support	and	research	

foundations,	while	Tesco	retailer	(reported	78%	drop	of	bag	use	

2	months	after	ban)	has	collected	around	11.5	million	Gbp	that	

are	aimed	to	be	donated	to	largest	UK	countrywide	charity	

campaigns	and	invited	customers	to	join	and	vote	for	small	

grant	allocation	to	other	charity	projects.	While	the	negative	

impacts	in	England,	a	survey	showed	that	50%	of	shoppers	

started	taking	plastic	bags	without	paying,	stolen	bags	worth	of	

	26.7	million	Gbp	after	the	bag	implementation.

Wales

Plastic	Bag	Tax	-																							

October	2011

First	country	in	the	UK	to	introduce	SUCB	

charge	which	is	a	minimum	of	5	pence	

charges	for	all	types	of	single	use	plastic	

bags	at	point	of	sale	to	avoid	litter	and	

minimize	waste.

Plastic	bag	usage	dropped	by	nearly	71%,	and	amount	of	public	

bringing	their	own	bags	to	shops	increased	by	around	20%	.	

Retailers	and	consumers	agreed	that	the	charge	has	helped	to	

reduce	litter	all	around	the	country.	
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The European market is directing to the rise of the alternatives production of bioplastic and 

paper bags where research and development projects, and material patents are starting to be 

significantly noticed and applied to production. 

According to (Aeschelmann & Dammer, 2015), the compostable plastic bags, mainly used for 

shopping or biowaste collection, dominate the market for biodegradable plastic products in 

Europe. They make up about two thirds of the total market of 100,000 t (error range 90,000 - 

110,000 t) of biodegradable plastic products sold in 2015. 

The consumption of bioplastic products considered to be of decent value where bags represent 

a dominating percentage of 68% of consumption as shown in Figure 23, which represents the 

current consumption rates and expected to reach 57% by 2020 as shown in Figure 24. 

The current consumption of thin-walled carry bags that are used to carry goods or bio-waste is 

very high, it is calculated to tak hold of two thirds of the current total consumption with 

expectations to grow more in the future until the year 2020 (Aeschelmann & Dammer, 2015).  

 

Figure 23 -  Consumption of Biodegradable Plastic Products in the EU with percentages 

of applications in year 2015 (Aeschelmann & Dammer, 2015) 
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Figure 24 -  Consumption of Biodegradable Plastic Products in the EU expectations by 

year 2020 with percentages of applications (Aeschelmann & Dammer, 2015) 

 

Expectations state that the products which are made of compostable and biodegradable materials 

might have a growth rate up up to 300,000 tonnes or more in 2020 under certain conditions that 

the legislation framework would be updated to support the industry (Aeschelmann & Dammer, 

2015).  

4.1.2 Plastic bag market trends in rest of the world 

The global market development trends monitored by a large number of entities due to the high 

importance for the industries. First, policy regulations ad legislations in the United States region 

will be presented in Tables 8, 9, 10, and 11 then followed by the policies in several countries 

from all over the world presented in Tables 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16. Finally, brief overview of the 

most important cases mentioned to obtain a general overview concerning what is currently 

happening the world with the plastic bag regulations cases, and the market trends. 

In the United States, there positive results of the policy implementations were more than the 

negative results. However, there were a few controversial cases such as the case of Athens City, 
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Ohio where a bag policy implementation plan introduced but straight away received a huge 

negative feedback on social media and a big opposition from the retail representatives and 

plastic industry. Which pushed the city council to consider changes and delays in the regulations. 

The other case is the case of New York City where the public opposed the regulations stating 

that the tax are unjust to the middle class. Because the money goes to the retailers in addition to 

the big opposition from the plastic industry while the city state officials are trying to pass a bill 

to stop the proposed policies for implementation. Noticed that in the United States the plastic 

industry is the first to oppose any proposed regulations. 

Table 8 - Policy details for multiple cases in the United States I

 

 

United States		of	America

Name

Policy (Ban/Tax) - 

Implementation Date Details Results

Austin,	Texas,	

USA

Plastic	Bag	Ban	-																				

March	2013

The	bag	reduction	ordinance	was	

proposed	in	2011	and	progressed	

through	the	years	to	come	into	effect	in	

2013.	The	adopted	ordinance	states	the	

complete	ban	of	SIngle-use	plastic	bags	

with	exemption	to	pharmacies(paper),	

restaurant	and	waste	bags.

The	amount	of	single	use	plastic	bags	has	been	reduced	

but	the	reusable	and	paper	bags	took	their	place	resulting	

in	higher	carbon	footprints.	HEB	grocery	stores	lost	60-70	

thousand	USD	per	week	because	consumers	would	rather	

go	to	a	shop	that	provides	single	use	plastic	bags.	The	ban	

had	counter	results	where	heavy	duty	plastic	bags	were	

increasingly	used	after	the	ban,	it	is	expected	that	the	

total	ban	might	lead	to	more	plastic	waste	if	the	public	

don't	reuse	those	heavy	duty	plastic	bags.

Adams	Town,	

Berkshire	

County,	MA,	

USA

Plastic	Bag	Ban	-																				

2017

A	ban	was	proposed	in	2015	but	was	

opposed	and	cancelled	by	town	official	

votes.	The	ban	regulations	are	discussed	

and	will	take	effect	next	spring.		The	ban	

will	affect	the	largest	retail	supermarket	

in	the	city	and	other	stores	also.

The	largest	retail	store	in	the	city	started	offering	thick	

plastic	bags	for	the	charge	of	15	cents	USD	and	the	public	

reacted	negatively	saying	that	they	are	not	comfortable	

with	the	bags	and	doubt	the	recyclability	of	the	bags.

Athens	City,	

Ohio,	USA

Plastic	Bag	Tax	-															

November	2017

Bag	levy	fee	on	plastic/non	reusable	

paper	carryout	bags	at	retail	stores	

(Large	stores	in	Nov	and	remaining	

stores	in	May).	10	cents	USD	fee	per	

Plastic/paper	carryout	bags.

Exempted	bags	are:	Take	away	

restaurants	bags,	Beverages/liquor	

paper	bags,	and	Medication	paper	bags	

provided	by	pharmacies.

The	city	faces	a	huge	negative	feedback	of	social	media	for	

proposed	shopping	bags	levy,	while	there	is	a	huge	

opposition	from	the	retail	representatives	and	the	plastic	

industry	where		there	is	a	big	debate	in	the	city	council.	

Later	on	the	City	council	is	considering	changes	in	the	

regulation	with	regards	to	dropping	the	charge	amount	

and	maybe	delaying	the	enforcement	rules.	
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Table 9 - Policy details for multiple cases in the United States II

 

 

Table 10 - Policy details for multiple cases in the United States III

 

United States		of	America

Name

Policy (Ban/Tax) - 

Implementation Date Details Results

California,	USA

Plastic	Bag	Ban	-																													

July	2015

The	first	ban	regulations	were	implemented	in	

2007.	The	first	state	in	USA	to	implement	a	state-

wide	plastic	bag	ban	regulation.	SIngle-use	plastic	

bag	bans	(Grocery	stores	and	pharmacies	were	

banned	to	give	out).	First	state	to	ban	single-use	

plastic	carrying	bags,	10	cents	charge	for	

paper/compostable	bags.

The	plastic	industry	has	been	fighting	against	the	ban	

throughout	the	past	9	years	and	spent	a	lot	of	money	for	

ban	opposition	acts.	People	are	pushed	to	make	

environmentally	friendly	choices	by	purchasing	reusable	

or	paper	bags.	Complains	from	industry	groups.	

Huntington	Beach	city	was	the	only	city	to	refuse	the	ban	

from	the	reaction	of	the	city	residents	and	leaders.

Kirkland	City,	

Washington,	

USA

Plastic	Bag	Ban	-																														

March	2016

Total	restriction	of	plastic	bags	at	shop	checkout	

(Except	food	packaging,	news	paper,	and	dry	

cleaning).

Large	paper	bags	-	5	cents	fee	and	Small	paper	bags	

-	no	charge.

Local	businesses	complained	about	the	5p	charge	and	lead	

city	council	to	agree	to	one	year	moratorium	to	the	ban	

for	the	stores	and	ban	suspension	for	the	retail	

businesses.

Lacey	City,	

Thurston	

County,	

Washington,	

USA

Plastic	Bag	Ban	-																																

July	2014

Ban	of	single-use	plastic	carryout	bags	with	

thickness	less	than	2.25	mil,	non-reusable	bags	of	

any	plastic	material,	Exemption	to	produce	bags.	

Ordinance	was	adopted	in	Feb	2014,Fees	are	for	

Large	paper	bags	-	5	cents	fee	and	Small	paper	bags	

-	no	charge.

Online	public	survey	(after	4	months)	showed	57%	of	

responses	against	the	bans,	Currently	the	city	council	

members	are	discussing	to	stop	the	ban	and	they’re	

waiting	for	results	of	Retailers	survey	in	July	2016.

Lee	Town,	

Massachusetts

,	USA

Plastic	Bag	Ban	-																															

May	2017

Total	ban	of	single	use	thin	filmed	plastic	carryout	

bags.	Only	reusable	shopping	bags	or	recyclable	

paper	bags	will	be	available	with	or	without	fee.

Produce,	dry	cleaning	are	exempted	from	the	

regulation.

Support	from	Lee	Recycling	Commission	that	bans	will	

help	the	litter	problem	of	Lee	Town,	While	opposition	is	

stating	that	plastic	bag	bans	will	have	a	negative	impact	

on	local	businesses.	

United States		of	America

Name

Policy (Ban/Tax) - 

Implementation Date Details Results

Los	Angeles,	

California,	USA

Plastic	Bag	Ban	-																																

July	2011

Ban	to	all	plastic	carryout	bags	exempt	to	produce	and	

product	bags.	Recyclabe	paper	of	10	cents	USD	charge	

fees	or	reusable	bags	with	or	without	charge	fees	are	

the	alternatives.

Plastic	bag	bans	hasn't	solved	the	problems	of	harming	

the	environment	yet,	although	ban	been	applied	all	

around	the	state.

New	York	City,	

USA

Plastic	Bag	Tax	-																							

February	2017

Tax	charge	on	disposable	plastic/paper	bags		

(exemption	to	take	away	restaurants,	pharmacies	

small	medicine	paper	bags,	and	people	buying	

groceries	with	foodstamps).	Approved	by	city	council	

with	votes	of	28	to	20	after	2	years	debate,	

5	cents	charge	for	paper/plastic	carryout	bags	(applied	

to	certain	retailers).	Retailers	make	profit	out	of	the	

bag	fee.	

While	aim	is	to	drop	the	10	billion	single-use	bags	usage	

per	year	in	NY.	Public	are	opposing	claiming	that	it’s	just	a	

tax	on	the	middle	class/poor	people	and	that	the	money	

goes	to	the	retailers.	Opposition	from	plastic	bag	industry	

with	support	from	American	Progressive	Bag	Alliance.	NY	

state	officials	are	trying	to	pass	a	bill	to	stop	the	ban	law.

New	Jersey,	

USA

Plastic	Bag	Tax	-																															

June	2017

Tax	charge	on	plastic/paper	(non	compostable)	

carryout	bags		(exemption	to	people	who	are	65	and	

older,	low	income	people	enrolled	in	special	assistance	

programs).	5	cents	USD	charge	for	paper/plastic	

carryout	bags	which	will	be	increased	throughout	the	

coming	years.	Ban	bill	applied	to	Retailers,	

stores,supermarkets	and	Retailers	of	2000	sqft	space,	

or	chain	with	10	locations.

Before	the	ban	in	2013,	56%	of	New	Jersey	residents	were	

opposing	the	plastic	bag	tax.

The	tax	was	regulated	to	encourage	stores	and	retailers	

towards	environmental	responsibility	regarding	shopping	

bag	choices.

New	Jersey	is	in	discussion	to	have	the	first	statewide	

plastic	bag	ban	implemented	in	the	near	future.
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Table 11 - Policy details for multiple cases in the United States IV 

 

 

 

Table 12 - Policy details for multiple countries worldwide I

 

United States		of	America

Name

Policy (Ban/Tax) - 

Implementation Date Details Results

Sacramento,	

California,	USA

Plastic	Bag	Ban	-																										

January	2016

The	ban	is	applied	to	single-use	plastic	bags	with	a	

minimum	charge	of	10	cents	USD	for	recycled	paper	or	

reusable	bag	that	meet	the	city	standards	and	exemption	to	

plastic	produce	bags.	

The	stores	and	public	welcomed	the	regulations	as	they	

already	have	noticed	the	uprising	trend	in	the	whole	

country	although	a	small	portion	of	the	public	were	

suprised.	Even	stores	in	the	unicorperated	area	of	the	city	

started	applying	the	ban	regulations.

Seattle,	

Washington,	

USA

Plastic	Bag	Ban	-																																	

July	2012

Total	Ban	of	plastic	bags	of	all	types	including	

biodegradable	and	compostable	with	exemption	to	plastic	

produce	and	bulk	food	bags.	Paper	bag	revenue	is	retained	

by	stores.

-	Bag	alternative	standards:

.	Large	Paper	bags	(40%	recycled	content)	with	charge	of	5	

cents

.	Small	paper	bags	with	free	or	optional	charge

.	Reusable	plastic	bags	(thickness	2.25	mil	or	more)	with	

optional	charge

6	months	later	progress	report	showed	that	lightweight	

plastic	bags	were	almost	completely	eliminated	from	large	

stores	and	that	a	very	high	percentage	of	shoppers	are	

starting	to	bring	their	own	bags.

Tacoma,	

Washington,	

USA

Plastic	Bag	Ban	-																																

July	2017

Ban	has	being	talked	about	since	2012,	now	to	be	

implemented	in	July	2017	banning	plastic	bags	under	2,25	

mils	with	a	minimum	charge	of	5	cents	USD	for	alternatives	

of	plastic	or	reusable	bags.	

The	ban	regulation	received	huge	support	from	

environmentalists,	the	grocery	association,	and	the	city	

sustainable	commission	stating	that	it	will	be	a	big	win	for	

the	businesses	and	public.

Rest of the world

Name

Policy (Ban/Tax) - 

Implementation Date Details Results

Australia

Plastic Bag Ban -                              

2009

South Australia banned HDPE plastic bags with 

thickness under 35 microns in 2009. In 2011 the 

same ban was implemented in Northen and Capital 

Territory that was supported by a 4 month phase-

out educational and awareness campaign. In 

Western Australia in 2010 a ban was presented to 

the region. The environmental ministry is loikng into 

working on a national light weight plastic bag ban 

regulation.

In South Australia the ban resulted in 30% 

increase for cutomers bringing their own 

reusable bag after only one month of 

implementing the ban. While in Northern and 

Capital Territory the public support to the 

plastic bag ban witnessed a hugh increase. 

Meanwhile, Western Australia cancelled the 

ban in 2015. 

Cambodia

Plastic Bag Tax -                                     

In Discussion

Plastic bag tax to be implemented nationwide with 

regulations on banning bags that are less than 0,03 

mm thickness and 30 cm width. Elimination plans 

are 50% by 2019 and 70% by 2025. Implementation 

dates will be announced soon.

The government is not expecting positive 

response from the public, but is aiming for 

plastic bag usage reduction.

Colombia

Plastic Bag Ban -                     

April 2016

The president of Colombia with the environmental 

ministry stated the plastic bag bans  on bags with 

sizes less than 30X30 cm and the updated standards 

for allowed plastic bags will be announced later on in 

the future. Initiative aims is to reduce plastic bags by 

80% by 2018 and complete elimination by 2025.

The plastic industry is in support with the ban 

while critics mentioned that the bans will 

affect small businesses and decrease 

consumer options.
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In the rest of the world, there are many interesting cases. In addition, with the most, two 

interesting cases of Colombia where the president of the country and the environmental 

representatives announced the proposed plastic bag ban regulations and with a great surprise the 

plastic industry supported the ban. And the case of Rwanda, which is one of the most successful 

international case of plastic bag ban where they implemented the ban regulations since 2006 

and the government proposed paper bags as the main alternative. Where the paper bag usage 

has become part of the culture and the bans resulted in a huge decrease in environmental 

pollution in the country especially the plastic pollution. 

Table 13 - Policy details for multiple countries worldwide II

 

 

 

Rest of the world

Name

Policy (Ban/Tax) - 

Implementation Date Details Results

India

Plastic Bag Ban -                          

2016

The banning regulations started in 1999 and still 

ongoing. Maharashtra banned plastic bags under 50 

microns thickness and Hyderabad is on its way to 

ban also. Bengaluru City (Population of 11 million) 

banned plastic bags in march 2016 .Majority of 

plastic products have been banned except for some 

exempted ones such as dairy products packaging 

bags and bags produced in special economic/export 

zones. Mysuru City Corporation (MCC) has implied a 

levy penalty on people breaking the new legislation 

walking in the street with plastic bags (13.36 Euros) 

and on the stores (334.12 Euros), The country is in 

continous struggle with the plastic bag ban 

regulations.

Many bans were applied but failed due to 

many reasons especially the opposition of the 

plastic industry and the weak and uneffective 

enforcement. Bengaluru City reported one 

month post ban implementation that 

polyetyhlene bags are still being utilised.

Indonesia

Plastic Bag Tax -                

February 2016

The tax policy is implemented for a trial of 6 months 

before being implemented nationwide, and the 

government might increase see the fees depending 

on the project result.

Positive response from the public who are 

supporting the change for the good of the 

environment.In July, the retail sector has 

recorded p lastic bags usage dropped by 30% .

Selangor. Malaysia

Plastic Bag Ban -                  

January 2017

“No Plastic Bag” Initiative has been implemented 

after “No Plastic Bag Day” that was implemented 2 

days per week.

Periodic monitoring will be conducted for the 

change. Total Ban of Plastic Bags (made of 

petroleum).

 “No Plastic Bag” Initiative has been 

implemented after “No Plastic Bag Day” that 

was implemented 2 days per week.

Periodic monitoring will be conducted for the 

change.Plastic bag manufacturers are 

opposing the change with the reason of that 

plastic litter only harms the environment, not 

plastic itself (After suggesting the ban in the 

states of Johor & Perak). Plastic bag raised 

environmental awarness but had no noticable 

effect on bag usage.
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Table 14 - Policy details for multiple countries worldwide III

 

Table 15 - Policy details for multiple countries worldwide IV

 

Rest of the world

Name

Policy (Ban/Tax) - 

Implementation Date Details Results

Mauritius

Plastic Bag Ban -                             

January 2016

Government has prohibited production, import, 

sales and distribution of plastic bags. Ban of all 

plastic carryout bags at point of sale with exemption 

to biodegradable and compostable with exemption 

to hygiene and some essential use bags. N/A

Mexico City, Mexico

Plastic Bag Ban -                   

March 2009

The city proposed to implement a plastic bag ban in 

2009 with a phase-out of non biodegradable bags 

within one year but the plastics industry interfered 

right before the implementation of the ban and got 

approval to replace the ban with a recycling 

initiative. 

Environmental groups are fighting back to 

introduce the ban but the alpstic industry is 

resisiting through proposing recycling projects 

and regualtions and increase initiatives and 

projects to clean the marine environment.

Montreal, Canada

Plastic Bag Ban -                  

January 2018

Bans started in 2007 in a small town in Manitoba, 

followed by many cities through the years. The city 

environmental commitee was the responsible for 

proposing the ban the city has decided the date of 

the ban based on allowing the consumers and retail 

industry to cope with the upcoming regulations. 

Lightweight plastic bags  with thickness under 50 

microns are the targeted bags. Hygiene bags are 

exempted.

Environmental groups are supporting the ban 

mentioning the positive effect of plastic bag 

usage drop that has occured in Quebec, 

Canada when the plastic bag charge was  

implemented. On the other hand, small to 

medium business groups reacted with an 

opposition claiming that the ban will result in 

less buying action by the consumers. The 

mayor proposed a social media survey and 

recieved 63% of votes in favor of plastic bag 

ban.

Rest of the world

Name

Policy (Ban/Tax) - 

Implementation Date Details Results

Morocco

Plastic Bag Ban -                       

July 2016

Bill 77-15 bans the use, import, export, 

manufacturing, sales and distribution of common 

plastic bags.

Bill 77-15 was adopted in 29th Oct 2015, violators 

will be fined. And the govenment is searching for 

environmental friendly alternatives to offer for the 

public.

Moroccan leaders are supporting the ban but 

the plastic industry is opposing stating that 

50,000 jobs will be lost in the plastic industry.

Philippines

Plastic Bag Ban -                 

January 2011

The plastic bag ban through the "Total Plastic Ban 

Act" prohibits the use of plastic bags on dry goods, 

with exception for wet goods. In addition to applying 

plastic bag recovery and recycling programs 

nationwide in the stores where customers need to 

exchange an old plastic bag to get a new one or to 

pay fees for a new bag. Business violations are 

subjected to fines. Ban started in many cities around 

the country and is spreading.

Plastic industry responded with a demand to 

replace bans with recycyling and a sustainable 

recovery system with an example of the 

plastic bag recovery program applied by some 

supermarkets in the country.

Rwanda

Plastic Bag Ban -                   

January 2008

In 2006 plastic bags import and usage was banned 

and in 2008 non-biodegradable plastic bags of 

thickness less than 100 microns were banned.Where 

pportunities arised for paper bag business where job 

opportunities were created.

There is an opposition from the critics stating 

that paper bags prices are much higher than 

plastic. But the ban has led to a huge decrease 

in plastic pollution in the country which is 

supporting agriculture and eco-tourism, the 

government is proud of the success in 

translating policies into practice with goal of 

achieving green economy. ALthough there is a 

black market for plastic bags, the country is 

making many efforts against it.
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Table 16 - Policy details for multiple countries worldwide V

 

Figure 25 represents the policy implementation dates in years of the cases studied in the United 

States. Figure 26 represents the policy implementation dates in years of the cases studied in the 

rest of the world. 

 
Figure 25 - Policy implementation dates of United States cases 

Rest of the world

Name

Policy (Ban/Tax) - 

Implementation Date Details Results

Taiwan

Plastic Bag Ban -                       

2001

Plastic bag ban was introduced on free distribution 

on plastic bags in 2001 and for the sector of the food 

service in 2006, but due to green house effect and 

negative response from the public, the government 

replaced the ban with a recycling regulation. Now 

the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is 

considering the ban of checkout free carryout plastic 

bags, an internet campaign was launched to collect 

signatures to address the president to apply the bag 

ban regulation either total ban or charge fees.

There ban resulted in a drop of the plastic bag 

usage by 80% only during a few years of the 

ban and more poeple started bringing their 

own bags with them while shopping.

Tanzania

Plastic Bag Ban -                 

January 2017

A law was introduced in 2006 for banning plastic 

bags but it didn't come into effect since it wasn't 

implemented properly and multiple entities were 

not following the ban. On the other hand, this year 

the proposed regulations are targetting the total ban 

of use, production, importation, establishing new 

manufacturers in the country, while at the same 

time supporting and encouraging investments of 

hard waste processing in the country. 

The government has given a grace period for 

the investors to re-consider alternative 

activities for their investments, there isn't any 

opposition yet against the ban 

implementation plan.

Uganda

Plastic Bag Ban -                     

April 2015

The ban introduced in 2009 for polyethylene plastic 

bags with thickness less than 30 microns while bags 

with more thickness will be subjected to plastic bag 

tax of 120%. The bag ban law allows the use of 

polyethylene bags for industrial, research, and 

export purposes. The National Environment 

Management Authority (NEMA) aimed at a phased 

ban on plastic bag bans selling, import, and 

manufacturing, starting with the main retail stores in 

The plastic industry is looking for alternative 

products for production. Market opportunity 

rised for reusable bag entrepreneurs 

producing environmental friendly alternatives. 
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Figure 26 - Policy implementation dates of worldwide cases 

The market of the global packaging industry is facing a few challenges in the past and upcoming 

years due to the appearance of new trends every now and then. 

The bioplastic global production capacity amplification prediction is to rise from 3.5 to 12 

million tonnes in the period from 2011 until 2020, which is still considered a small capacity 

compared to the global plastics production which is expected to reach 400 million tonnes in 

2020 (Wrap, 2016).  

The e-commerce options are driving a new trend into the market such that vendors can make 

their orders online, which will allow them to save the operations costs for making the deals such 

as travel expenses and most important saving time and effort. 

According to (Chiang, 2016), “the growing number of broadband internet connections and 

mobile internet connections is expected to further drive e-commerce sales and demand for 

packaging products. Moreover, E-commerce sales expected to account for an estimated 10.6% 

of all retail sales in 2019, an increase of 2.6 percentage points from 2016”.  
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Since nowadays, people can place orders of any type of commodity through an internet 

connection and the easiest way is through a mobile phone, which noticed nowadays in the new 

technology era. 

The bioplastic industry is rising with a very high rate and researches have shown the huge rise 

in the upcoming years. Although, even with the uprisal of bioplastics market, it still has many 

challenges to face considering the huge share of the plastics market.   

The environmental benefits of recycling of recovered plastics to be used in the production of 

plastic products cannot be denied, especially compared to using other options and the 

incineration or landfill disposal (Wrap, 2016). 

4.2 Part II: Paper bag market trends 

The market of paper bags is a very large market on the international scale due to the variety of 

products and services offered by the industry to the public; therefore, the GDP growth and the 

public population growth are huge affecting factors about the production capacity and the supply 

and demand operations.  

The global wood pulp prices in 2015 increased to the highest prices since 30 years, and since it 

is the main raw material input for paper-based manufacturers in the packaging industry, the 

production costs increased. There are many means for countering the production input costs for 

the paper-based packaging producers since the increasing demand for their products, one of 

these means is that the increased input costs can be passed along to the buyers through the end 

products (Chiang, 2016). The high extra costs that raised onto the producers has the possibility 

of passing it along the supply chain to the end consumers due to the high demand of the products.  

4.3 Part III: Packaging industry status and policies 

Packaging is a daily life need for all population all over the world. It has a great role in society 

starting from packing the goods and commodities until the end consumer purchases the product 

in carries it in the packaging carrier bag. “Smart packaging in systems combined with IT 

solutions has less waste, improved logistics and reduced transport” ((CEPI), 2011). 
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Figure 27 and Figure 28 represent the policy types count comparison and implementation dates 

percentages taken from the studied cases.  

 
Figure 27 - Policy type comparison from 40 worldwide cases 

 
Figure 28 - Policy implementation dates shares from 24 samples 

After the analysis of the 40 international samples. It was noticed that the plastic bag ban were 

much more than the plastic bag tax regulations with nearly triple the amount. The 24 samples 

monitored and it was found that nearly 84 percent of the policy implementation dates were 

divided between the years 2016 and 2017, which shows how important this two-year period is 
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going to be for the plastic bag situation all over the world particularly in Europe and United 

States. 

Table 17 – Cases implementing policies by years I 

Year Cases Implementing Policies 

2001 • Taiwan 

2002 • Ireland 

2003 • Denmark 

2008 • Rwanda 

2009 • Australia 

2011 • Italy 

• Wales 

• Los Angeles, California, USA 

• Philippines 

 

Table 18 – Cases implementing policies by years II 

Year Cases Implementing Policies 

2012 • Seattle, Washington, USA 

2013 • Austin, Texas, USA  

2014 • Scotland 

• Lacey City, Washington, USA 

2015 • United Kingdom 

• California, USA 

• Uganda 
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Year Cases Implementing Policies 

2016 • Czech Republic 

• Germany 

• Netherlands 

• Kirkland City, Washington, USA 

• Sacramento, California, USA 

• Colombia 

• India 

• Indonesia 

• Mauritius 

• Morocco 

2017 • Belgium 

• France 

• Adams Town, Massachusetts, USA 

• Athens City, Ohio, USA 

• New York City, USA 

• New Jersey, USA 

• Tacoma, Washington, USA 

• Selangor, Malaysia 

• Tanzania 

2018 • Montreal, Canada 

 

Furthermore, the details of the studied cases presented in the number of cases implementing 

policies in each year presented in Table 17 and Table 18. In the year 2016, ten cases are in 

implementation of their policies, while in the year 2017; 9 cases will be in the implementation 

procedures of their policies. 

4.3.1 Response to changes in plastic bag legislation and regulation 

The response to plastic ban regulations has always been majorly a positive response from the 

environmental representatives. Sometimes the public depending on the culture and mentality, 

and a negative response from the plastic industry and retailers due to the expected drop in 

business measures that will occur due to these bans and they always fight back through the 

public and sometimes they take it to court. 
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An example is Latin America where many cities have taken plastic bag reduction initiatives in 

Chile, Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico. Nevertheless, countered by many actions such as the Sao 

Paulo City ban where an industry-supported court injunction removed the ban regulations that 

were supposed to take place in 2012 and the other case was Mexico City ban in 2009, replaced 

by recycling initiatives due to plastic industry pressure. Recycling initiatives is the most 

common tactic used all over the world by industry groups against ban or tax regulations 

(Venkova, 2014). 

4.3.2 Retail Industry initiatives 

Due to the plastic bag bans and regulations occurring around the world, many initiatives taken 

by multiple retailers and companies to support multiple environmental causes. Meanwhile, some 

initiatives taken due to pressure from governments. In the end, all the initiatives taken tend to 

serve the environmental responsibility issues and spreading awareness among the public. The 

retail industry initiatives represented in details and dates in Table 19. 

Retail /  

Company 

Country Initiative Details Implementation 

Date 

Adidas Germany/International Plastic ban and switch to  

paper bags 

June 2016 

Apple USA/International Plastic ban and switch to  

paper bags 

April 2016 

Foodstuffs New Zealand Support reusable bags and 

against paper and plastic 

compostable and 

biodegradable 

No Implementation 

Rewe Germany Plastic bag ban and 

offering reusable bags 

Implementation date 

is in discussion 

Wallmart Canada Plastic bag levy and 

offering reusable bags 

February 2016 
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Table 19 - Retail Industry Initiatives 

International retailers Apple (USA Today, 2016) and Adidas (Adidas Group, 2016) took the 

most significant initiatives taken. They totally banned plastic bags from their stores and replaced 

them by recycled paper bags with a standard recycled content range according to environmental 

international rules. The decisions taken made a huge impact on the media and the public where 

people started to recognize the seriousness of the plastic bag environmental impacts and the 

initiatives have affected the people awareness and shopping decisions directly and indirectly.  

Although all the other initiatives have resulted in a positive response from the public where 

people are slowly changing their behaviors to an environmental favor. 

4.3.3 Products development 

The key aspect that will take a huge part in shaping the future of the packaging world and the 

plastic bag bans, predicted to be the new products development. The innovation of new materials 

with improved or combined high characteristics, new products ideas, advanced manufacturing 

processes, and recycled solutions production techniques possibly seen as a significant effect in 

the future. Table 21 and Table 22 represents the new material and products development while 

Table 20 represents the innovative recycling solutions startup companies, all the items are from 

many countries all over the world. 

Table 20 - Innovative recycling solutions startup companies 

Company Material & Specs Product 

Reform Studios 

(Plastex) 

Upcycling plastic bags into daily used 

life products 

Daily use products 

Trashy Bags –  
Upcycled Tote Bags 

Upcycling water and ice-cream  

sachets into plastic tote bags 

Tote bag 

 

Lidl United Kingdom Ban single-use plastic 

bags and replace with 

reusable 

July 2017 
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Table 21 - New products and material development I 

Product / Company Country Material  Characteristics 

Smarter Bags USA Recyclable and 

Reusable  

Plastic 

Up to 125 uses/bag 

& 100% Post 

consumer recycling 

Ma-Ter-Bio Italy & France Sourced starch and 

sunflower oil (35-

50% renewable  

biomass content) 

Home compostable 

bag 

Duro Bag USA Compostable with 

reusable and 

recycled content 

options 

100% Recyclable 

Banana Fibre Paper 

Bags 

Uganda Fibre extraction from 

banana plantain 

Improved paper 

material 

 

Table 22 - New products and material development II 

Product / Company Country Material  Characteristics 

Paptic Finland Fiber product with plastic 

like properties & +70% 

Renewable material 

To replace paper and 

plastic since it has 

pros of both 

Ragbags USA USA Biobased cellulose/cotton 

non-woven material, made 

out of recycled cotton 

Fully biodegradable, 

can be disposed 

without problems 
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Insulated Shipping 

Bag Patent 

France Inner pouch layer, 

intermediate open foam 

insulating layer, and outer 

layer of paper kraft 

Retain goods in  

specific temperature 

for specific amount 

of time, and easily 

compressed for  

shipping 

 

 

Product / Company Country Material Characteristics 

Braskem Green 

Polyethylene 

Brazil Green material of 

multiple Poly 

Ethylene grades with 

renewable carbon 

content of range 

between 80-100% 

It is environmental 

friendly with 100% 

recyclability  

(biopolymer) 

Mondi SplashBag International Inner layer of sac 

kraft paper, outer 

layer of protect kraft 

paper, and Poly 

Ethylene film in 

between 

Rain and moisture 

resistance, basically 

for cement but can be 

used for food 

Mater Bi III & IV Italy Biodegradable and 

compostable material 

with renewable 

content of 30% 

minimum 

Transparency and 

breathability with 

strong tear and 

breakage resistance 

Clean Cubes USA Biodegradable with 

50% recycled paper 

content 

Trash cans and  

recycle bins 

iFood Bag Sweden Paper based 

composite material 

Freeze  

provisions for up to 

24 hours 
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5. Discussion 

In this chapter, there is many points discussed concerning the future of paper bags. The most 

important points are the business model of paper bags, the behavior aspects of the consumers 

and their responses to the ban and tax regulations, and finally recommendations and limitations 

discussed with respect to the vitality of the issues. 

During the last 60 years, plastic production and distribution all over the world has expanded to 

a very large scale where currently identified as a serious threat to the marine environment. 

Plastic causes many problems to the marine environment, which results in affecting humans and 

organisms. The long life of plastics in the marine ecosystems results in harming the marine life 

for decades, even if plastics production and disposal is prohibited (Avio, Gorbi, & Regoli, 2016).  

The following Figure 29 presents the expected magnitude of increase of marine debris entering 

into the environment by the year 2025 with the assumptions of no improvements to the waste 

management infrastructure (Jambeck et al., 2015). 

 

Figure 29 – Plastic marine debris future expectations by 2025 (Jambeck et al., 2015) 
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The suggested solution to the plastic bag problems is that governments should initiate ecological 

based policies concerning consumption as well as plastic bag manufacturing (Horská et al., 

2015). These procedures will certainly aid in tackling the problem. 

 “The best approach means the mixed solution where governments’ initiatives might be fully 

supported by consumers and induce changes in behavior patterns.” (Horská et al., 2015). 

Therefore, it is the role of both governments and the public to work hand in hand in order to 

protect the environment and support sustainable consumption. 

5.1 The future business model of paper bags 

Numerous Startups and products perhaps are on their way to reshape the future of the packaging 

materials in the world as mentioned earlier in the previous chapter.  

Retailer initiatives may affect the consumer behavior and awareness since they are influencers 

in the retail-shopping sector where consumers find themselves with no options besides 

following and adapting to the new rules updated day after day in the market. 

5.2 SWOT analysis of grocery shopping bags 

The SWOT Analysis of three most common types of grocery shopping bags that were discussed 

in this thesis are going to be represented in the following Tables 23, 24, and 25. 

Table 23 – SWOT analysis of modern plastic bags 

Strengths Weaknesses 

Easy use, lightweight, comfortable, takes 

shape of carried goods, and easy logistics. 

Low tearing resistance 

Opportunities Threats 

High market share in production capacity 

Worldwide usage culture 

New patents directed towards green and  

sustainable 

Bans and regulations  

 

Table 24 – SWOT analysis of paper bags 
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Strengths Weaknesses 

High tear and breakage resistance 

Luxurious properties due to high printability 

Difficult to store and dispose due heavy 

weight, and difficulty to take shape of 

carried goods 

Opportunities Threats 

Environmental friendly 

Alternative for plastic bags bans 

Weak support from end consumers 

High prices 

 

Table 25 – SWOT analysis of bioplastic bags 

Strengths Weaknesses 

Bio based material with renewable content Still considered as a branch of plastic bags 

for environmental supporters 

Opportunities Threats 

Supporting the circular economy 

Alternative for plastic bag bans 

Low market share in production capacity  

5.3 Behavioral aspects of the consumers 

In this part, the discussion about consumer behavior in general and the response due to tax or 

charges compared with the response due to ban. 

A plastic bag ban means that the government forbids plastic bag distribution to the consumers 

and this is a policy applied on the retailers, while a plastic bag tax means that the consumer on 

the spot of purchasing a plastic bag pays a charge of tax or levy. The policies implemented are 

set with different rules and regulations, which specified by the government, and sometimes 

governments apply both plastic bag ban and tax at the same time for maximum results of desired 

applications. The high consumption levels of plastic bags could lead to the unbalance of ecology 

and economy, governments must implement policies to decrease the usage and choose the 

suitable means to indirectly affect consumer behavior towards plastic bag usage reduction taking 

into account the socio-economic circumstances (Horská et al., 2015). 
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Examples of suitable instruments used worldwide to affect the consumer behavior represented 

in Figure 37. 

 

Figure 30 -  Bag consumption reduction instruments and policies worldwide  (Horská et 

al., 2015) 

Consumers’ behavior related to economy, environmental concern, and attitude. However, if no 

effective policies are applied and they are not willing to change their behaviors, the reduction 

targets might not be accomplished (Lun, 2014).  

The change of the consumer behavior is leaded through four major factors which are economics, 

technology, social change, and the planet’s capacity boundaries ((CEPI), 2011). The consumer 

behavior has possibility for direction towards more environmental friendly behavior depending 

on the previous four factors that lead the change. According to ((CEPI), 2011), “over the longer 

term, behavior will depend on the next wave of technological change and the future shape of 

institutions and governance models”. 

Also, according to (Practices & Oecd, 2008), “by raising prices on less sustainable products, 

taxes and charges can be effective in influencing consumer behavior towards sustainability”. 

The United Kingdom success story of tax regulation implementation is an example of tax 

regulations lead to huge positive response to direct the behavior towards environmental 

responsibility. 
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Taxes and charges could result in higher responses than regulations with a lower cost of 

implementation and also they are economically more efficient, the stakeholders have the 

flexibility for adaptation while finally the taxes collected can be used to serve social and 

environmental projects (Practices & Oecd, 2008). 

5.4 Recommendations  

Redirection of public to better alternatives through awareness campaigns about bag usage and 

alternatives in addition to understanding the individual environmental responsibility. Consumer 

oriented decisions manufacturing, distribution, and sales taken into consideration in order for 

paper bags to gain more share position in the market, as the plastic bags are the more common 

product. 

In the current moment, paper bags in Europe considered as a second option after plastic and 

reusable bags due to lack of comfort and product awareness for the retailers and end customers. 

Unless the market position of paper bags changes and upgrades, paper bags will always be a 

second option and not considered as an option anymore in the future. 

Since the end consumer is the vital decision maker in the consumption shares of the market then 

the end consumer satisfaction should be the main concentration where the two central ideas 

considered are advancing new product and material designs and providing competitive pricing 

of the products. The focus points of progress represented in Figure 38 can summarize in 

marketing, awareness, promotion and advertising, innovative materials and designs, advanced 

production techniques, and customer oriented decisions. Action monitoring should be carried to 

find the most effective action for achieving the required goals and focus on it. 
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Figure 31 - Recommendation plan for paper bag usage promotion 

 

5.5 Limitations 

Nevertheless, the impacting factors that have a huge effect on the bag industry shown in the 

Figure 39 where the main key players that affect the market and legislative decisions 

represented. As noticed, many entities oppose once a new regulation suggested, either it is a ban 

or tax regulation. Such as the plastic industry, which do the retailers sometimes support if it will 

affect their businesses financial position, and sometimes supported by the public if, it is going 

to interfere in the comfort of their shopping experience. While on the other hand, always 

supported by the environmental groups. 
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Figure 32 - Representation of the impacting factors 

 

6. Conclusions 

In this chapter, the key findings and expectations, the opportunities for future research in the 

field will be discussed with respect to the previous chapters that have shown the research results 

and the discussion, which have mentioned the expected future of paper bags and the business 

model changes and updates. 

Plastic bags have many benefits such as convenience, durability, lightweight, high market 

presence, and cheap prices. While the disadvantages are the degradation in the environment, the 

extremely high consumption rates, the marine litter pollution, waste management problems, and 

recycling problems. 

Paper bags have much more benefits such as strength, printability, high quality, easy 

decomposition in the environment, and high recyclability. While the disadvantages are the 

weight, high prices relative to plastic bags, high-energy consumption. 

Plastic bag bans increasingly implemented day by day all over the world in the form of banning 

the retail use or introducing charges to single-use plastic bags, but not all of them succeed and 
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sometimes the ban stopped or delayed due to multiple reasons. The majority of bans in the 

United States are to encourage the businesses and the public to switch from plastic to paper as 

a priority suggestion, compostable, and reusable bags. While in Europe, the bans are 

encouraging to switch from plastic to bio-based compostable bags and environmental friendly 

paper bags. 

The current legislation and legal status in the European Union presented in the Directive (EU) 

2015/720 since 2015. Which pointed to decreasing the consumption rates of lightweight single-

use plastic bags per EU citizen from 198 bags in 2010 to 90 bags by 2019 to 40 bags by 2025. 

While simultaneously working on lightweight plastic carrier bags to no longer be free of charge 

by the year 2018 where each state of the European Union suggested implementing regulations 

in the form of plastic bag bans or charges. The updates of the measures expected for discussion 

by the European Union in November 2016. 

The analyzed data consisted of plastic bag ban regulations information from all over the world 

concerning 40 cases where the majority of the cases were in the category of plastic bag ban 

regulations. The cases of regulations divided into 29 cases of plastic bag bans and 11 cases of 

plastic bag tax. 

The cases that had applied the implementation of plastic bag bans from the European Union 

were Italy in 2011 and Netherlands in 2016. The United States cases were Austin city from 

Texas State in 2013, California State in 2015, Kirkland City from Washington State in 2016, 

Lacey city from Washington State in 2014, Los Angeles city from California State in 2011, 

Sacramento city from California State in 2016, and Seattle city from Washington in 2012. While 

the other worldwide were Australia in 2009, Colombia in 2016, India in 2016, Mauritius in 

2016, Morocco in 2016, Philippines in 2011, Rwanda in 2008, Taiwan in 2001, and Uganda in 

2015. 

The cases that had applied the implementation of the plastic bag tax from the European Union 

were Denmark in 2003, Germany in 2016, Ireland in 2002, Scotland in 2014, United Kingdom 

in 2015, and Wales in 2011, plus from the worldwide cases Indonesia in 2016. 
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On the other hand, the cases that are in the way of implementation of plastic bag bans are 

Belgium in 2017, Czech Republic in late 2016, and France in 2017 from the European Union. 

The United States cases are Adams Town and Lee Town from Massachusetts both in 2017, and 

Tacoma city from Washington in 2017. While the other worldwide cases are Selangor city from 

Malaysia in 2017, Montreal city from Canada in 2018, and Tanzania in 2017.  Furthermore, the 

cases that are in the way of implementation of plastic bag tax regulations are from the United 

States, which are Athens city from Ohio in 2017, New York City in 2017, and New Jersey State 

in 2017. 

It is clear that the period of the years 2016 and 2017 is a critical period due to that these years 

hold the largest percentage of the studied cases implementation dates of the regulations. 

Most European countries are working their way slowly to remove all non-biodegradable plastic 

bags from the market and replace them with biodegradable and bio-based plastic bags in the 

future and the leader for this initiative is France that has been striving to implement the bans 

after being delayed for several times. 

Behavioral aspects of the society. The public are more comfortable with plastic bags in general 

due to its lightweight, easy to take form of content, easy to carry and reuse, and longer reuse 

life. People are more responsive to charge fees (tax or levy) than to ban regulations. Therefore, 

the attention of the public redirection towards paper bags is important, by offering new solutions 

and product updates. 

Meanwhile, taxes and charges seen to be more effective than bans when applied on non-

sustainable and non-environmental bag products. This is because the ban regulations need 

extensive attention to supervising the implementation and the results while tax easily applied 

and the collected finances possibly used to support environmental causes and awareness 

campaign to support changing the consumer behavior into desired direction. 

New product modifications and solutions will affect the market leading to new market trends, 

change in consumer behavior and priorities, and providing new innovative solution to tackle 

many pollution and waste management issues. An example is Bio-based bags, which could be 
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in the way to reshape the future of shopping bags due to the solutions offered to the environment 

and the convenience to the consumers. 

Paper bags nowadays seem to be going out of competition due to no enough highlight by the 

market and not supported enough by the paper bag industry due to the lack of marketing, 

advertising, and awareness spreading of the benefits of paper bags possibilities offered to the 

consumers and to the environment.  

Although paper bags do not currently hold a strong position in the shopping grocery bags 

market, paper bags expected to replace plastic bags in the future if supported by the right means; 

cost optimized, promoted with strong efforts, and revolutionized concerning materials and new 

product features.  

This thesis hands out expectations to the future of bag packaging materials, products, and the 

future directions of the global markets. However, an extensive updated research needed due to 

the fast changing market trends and the new material and product patents that are coming out 

regularly.  

Furthermore, European Parliament will discuss Directive (EU) 2015/720 for subjected measures 

and transmissions for action updates in November 2016 where more focus needed to monitor 

the significant changes that will take place pre and post directive updating. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A – Information sources of the studied cases  

Europe   

Name Sources 

Austria 

• http://www.thelocal.at/20160219/ministry-wants-early-ban-on-

single-use-plastic-bags 

• http://greenday.ebmpapst.com/austria/ 

Belgium 

• http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/7268960.stm 

• http://www.flanderstoday.eu/politics/brussels-plans-ban-single-

use-plastic-shopping-bags 

• http://www.flanderstoday.eu/current-affairs/brussels-ban-plastic-

bags-force-next-year 

• http://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-

databases/tris/en/search/?trisaction=search.detail&year=2016&n

um=117 

Czech Republic 

• http://www.grayling.com/cz/news/legislative_watch_february_2

016 

• http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/framework/pdf/CZ_Road

map_FINAL.pdf 

Denmark 

• http://www.ecocouncil.dk/en/documents/temasider/1776-

150812-tax-on-plastic-bags 

• http://cphpost.dk/news/eu/denmarks-plastic-bag-reduction-

efforts-applauded.html 

France 

• http://resource.co/article/french-carrier-bag-ban-boost-bio-

based-products-10988 

• http://www.euractiv.com/section/climate-environment/news/the-

hidden-economic-benefits-of-the-banning-plastic-bags/ 



 

 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bznpl2OKxpY 

Germany 

• http://www.euractiv.com/section/climate-

environment/news/german-checkouts-to-charge-for-plastic-bags/ 

• http://www.dw.com/en/german-government-signs-deal-to-

reduce-plastic-bag-use/a-19215270 

• http://www.thelocal.de/20160601/supermarket-giant-to-

completely-stop-providing-plastic-bags 

 

Europe   

Name Sources 

Ireland 

• The most popular tax in Europe? Lessons from the Irish plastic 

bags levy (Convery, McDonnell, & Ferreira, 2007) 

• http://www.housing.gov.ie/environment/waste/plastic-

bags/plastic-bag-levy 

• http://www.litter.ie/Reports/System%20Results%20Report%2020

14.pdf 

• http://www.revenue.ie/en/tax/env-levy/leaflets/retailers-guide-

elevy.html 

Italy 

• http://www.environmentalleader.com/2011/01/06/italy-carries-

out-plastic-bag-ban/ 

• http://www.plasticsnews.com/article/20130610/NEWS/13061999

8/italy-passes-plastic-bag-ban-despite-uk-opposition 

Netherlands 

• https://www.government.nl/topics/environment/contents/ban-on-

free-plastic-bags 

• http://www.nltimes.nl/2016/04/15/end-free-plastic-bags-success-

consumption-halved/ 



 

 

• http://www.nltimes.nl/2016/05/24/free-plastic-ban-bag-pays-off-

dutch-bring/ 

Scotland 

• https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2013/jun/28/scotland-

5p-carrier-bag-charge 

• https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2014/oct/19/shoppers-

pay-carrier-bags-scotland 

• http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-34575364 

• http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0043/00433957.pdf 

• http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-34575364 

 

 

Europe   

Name Sources 

United 

Kingdom 

• https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/single-use-plastic-

carrier-bags-why-were-introducing-the-charge/carrier-bags-why-

theres-a-5p-charge 

• http://www.esmmagazine.com/tesco-reports-78-fall-in-plastic-

bag-use/21945 

• http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-34346309                               

• http://www.packagingnews.co.uk/news/environment/poundland-

donates-800k-to-uk-charities-from-plastic-carrier-bag-charge-24-

05-2016     

• http://www.packagingnews.co.uk/news/materials/flexible-

plastics/tesco-customers-to-decide-how-to-spend-plastic-bag-

charge-millions-01-03-2016 

• http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/earth/environment/12097146/E

nglish-shoppers-steal-26.7m-worth-of-plastic-bags-since-5p-

charge-introduced.html  



 

 

• https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/jul/30/england-

plastic-bag-usage-drops-85-per-cent-since-5p-charged-introduced 

Wales 

• The introduction of a single-use carrier bag charge inWales: 

Attitude change and behavioural spillover effects (Poortinga, 

Whitmarsh, & Suffolk, 2013) 

• http://ec.europa.eu/environment/europeangreencapital/englandpla

sticbag/ 

• http://gov.wales/statistics-and-research/post-implementation-

review-single-use-carrier-bag-charge-wales/?lang=en 

• http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-wales-politics-34138414 

 

 

United States  of America 

Name Sources 

Austin, Texas, 

USA 

• http://www.austintexas.gov/department/new-customer 

• http://www.austintexas.gov/page/single-use-carryout-bag-

ordinance-exemptions 

• http://www.austintexas.gov/edims/document.cfm?id=232679 

• http://www.pressherald.com/2015/08/20/commentary-single-

use-plastic-bag-ban-has-unintended-environmental-

consequences/ 

Adams Town, 

Berkshire 

County, MA, 

USA 

• http://www.berkshireeagle.com/local/ci_30038149/adams-town-

meeting-bans-plastic-bags 

• http://wnyt.com/stem/plastic-bag-ban-adams/4176482/ 

• https://theberkshireedge.com/big-y-selling-plastic-bags-despite-

ban/ 



 

 

Athens City, 

Ohio, USA 

• http://www.athensnews.com/news/local/shopping-bag-law-

takes-a-hit-on-social-media/article_26726990-1ac5-11e6-996e-

f75dd5703331.html 

• http://www.athensnews.com/news/local/athens-to-target-

shopping-bags/article_05ed8b22-179c-11e6-90a1-

1373c950b6b8.html 

• http://www.athensnews.com/news/local/bag-law-may-get-

watered-down/article_493bf076-5419-11e6-8423-

8fedb2b84450.html 

• http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2016/may/19/ohio-city-

to-hear-proposal-on-disposable-grocery-b/ 

California, USA 

• BYOB: How Bringing Your Own Shopping Bags Leads to 

Treating Yourself and the Environment (Karmarkar & 

Bollinger, 2015) 

• http://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-

way/2014/09/30/352774915/ban-on-single-use-plastic-bags-is-

enacted-in-california 

• http://reason.org/files/california_plastic_bag_ban.pdf 

• http://www.foxandhoundsdaily.com/2016/06/californias-plastic-

bag-ban-track-passage-november/ 

• http://www.plasticsnews.com/article/20160701/NEWS/1607099

88/california-voters-to-get-second-bag-question 

 

 

 

 

 

 

United States  of America 



 

 

Name Sources 

Kirkland 

City,  

Washington, 

USA 

• http://www.kirklandwa.gov/depart/Public_Works/solidwaste/plastic

-bag-ordinance.htm 

• http://www.king5.com/news/local/business-leaders-say-month-old-

plastic-bag-ban-fee-is-too-much/122048815 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9BBPJSYxFfM 

Lacey City, 

Thurston 

County, 

Washington, 

USA 

• http://www.ci.lacey.wa.us/city-government/city-departments/public-

affairs/plastic-bags 

• http://www.theolympian.com/news/local/article26131831.html 

• http://www.theolympian.com/news/local/article82942937.html 

• http://www.ci.lacey.wa.us/Portals/0/docs/city_council/ordinances/0

2-13-14_ord_1429.pdf 

Lee Town,  

Massachuset

ts, USA 

• http://www.berkshireeagle.com/local/ci_29888029/lee-town-

meeting-oks-ban-foam-and-plastic 

• http://www.lee.ma.us/sites/leema/files/uploads/final_thin_filmed_ba

g_regulation_for_hearing_4.26.16.pdf 

• http://www.ci.lacey.wa.us/Portals/0/docs/city_council/ordinances/0

2-13-14_ord_1429.pdf 

• http://www.lee.ma.us/sites/leema/files/uploads/consumers_guide_to

_the_bylwas3_for_posting2_-_8-11-16.pdf 

Los Angeles,  

California, 

USA 

• http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/01/03/la-plastic-bag-ban-

implemented_n_4536852.html 

• https://dpw.lacounty.gov/epd/aboutthebag/faq_stores.cfm 

• http://ladpw.org/epd/aboutthebag/pdf/BagOrdinance_final.pdf 

New York 

City, USA 

• http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/dsny/zerowaste/residents.shtml 

• http://www.plasticsnews.com/article/20160610/NEWS/160619981/

ny-state-officials-attempt-to-undo-ny-city-s-bag-fee 



 

 

• http://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/nyc-shoppers-february-

paying-plastic-bag-tax-article-1.2665119 

• http://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/bag-fee-won-effect-

february-council-delays-measure-article-1.2682607 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=03THCPtm7Cw 

 

 

 

United 

States   of America 

Name Sources 

New 

Jersey, 

USA 

• http://www.nj.com/healthfit/index.ssf/2016/05/using_that_plastic_bag_is_

going_to_cost_you_nj_bil.html 

• http://www.nj.com/politics/index.ssf/2013/01/bag_the_bill_nj_voters_opp

ose.html 

• http://www.njleg.state.nj.us/2016/Bills/A4000/3671_I1.HTM 

Sacra

mento,  

Califor

nia, 

USA 

• http://www.cityofsacramento.org/City-Manager/Media-Releases/Single-

use-plastic-bags-to-be-banned-in-Sacramento 

• http://www.cityofsacramento.org/General-Services/RSW/About-

RSW/Reusable-Bag-Ordinance 

• http://www.sacbee.com/news/local/article87320822.html 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tGYyVcGOeac  

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vdv9EsTFovk 

Seattle,  

Washi

ngton, 

USA 

• http://www.seattle.gov/util/cs/groups/public/@spu/@conservation/docum

ents/webcontent/01_016079.pdf 

• http://www.seattle.gov/util/MyServices/Recycling/ReduceReuse/PlasticBa

gBan/ 



 

 

• http://www.seattle.gov/util/cs/groups/public/@spu/@conservation/docum

ents/webcontent/01_025116.pdf 

Tacom

a,  

Washi

ngton, 

USA 

• https://www.cityoftacoma.org/government/city_departments/environment

alservices/office_of_environmental_policy_and_sustainability/shopping_b

ag_restrictions 

• http://www.tacomaweekly.com/news/article/plastic-bag-ban-to-come-

next-year 

• http://www.scrapmonster.com/news/nod-to-plastic-bag-ban-legislation-a-

huge-win-for-tacoma-says-commission-chair/1/63305 

 

 

Rest of the world 

Name Sources 

Australia 

• http://www.environment.act.gov.au/waste/plastic-bag-ban/which-

bags-are-banned-and-which-are-allowed 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ldsqY37Pp3M 

• http://www.cleanup.org.au/PDF/au/cua_plastic_bag_usage_aroun

d_world_august-2015.pdf 

Cambodia 

• http://www.khmertimeskh.com/news/26436/plastic-bags-headed-

for-rubbish-bin/ 

• http://www.dw.com/en/cambodias-battle-against-plastic-bag-

waste/a-19421174 

• http://en.unesco.org/events/cambodian-anti-plastic-bag-campaign-

2016?language=en 

Colombia 

• https://www.thecitypaperbogota.com/news/new-law-bags-small-

single-use-plastic-bags-in-colombia 



 

 

India 

• http://www.plasticsnews.com/article/20160211/NEWS/16021994

6/india-considers-bans-incentives-for-plastic-waste-issues 

• http://indianexpress.com/article/cities/chandigarh/ban-no-bar-

rampant-use-of-polythene-bags-across-chandigarh-2874504/ 

• http://www.siasat.com/news/ghmc-enforce-50-microns-plastic-

covers-aug-1-977699/ 

• http://www.thehindu.com/features/metroplus/society/did-you-

remember-your-cloth-bag/article8760336.ece 

• http://www.deccanchronicle.com/nation/current-

affairs/110616/plastic-bags-under-50-microns-to-be-banned.html 

• http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/karnataka/ban-on-

plastic-comes-into-effect-in-mysuru/article8363713.ece 

• http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/a-plastic-bag-in-hand-

may-cost-you-rs-500/article8598896.ece 

• http://www.newindianexpress.com/cities/bengaluru/Month-After-

Total-Ban-Plastic-Bags-Still-in-

Use/2016/04/13/article3377181.ece 

• http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/environment/pollution/C

entre-bans-plastic-bags-below-50-

microns/articleshow/51455974.cms 

• http://hspcb.gov.in/Plastic.pdf 

 

 

 

 

Rest of  the world 

Name Sources 

Indonesia 

• http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2016/02/22/shoppers-say-

goodbye-free-plastic-bags.html 



 

 

• http://www.wsj.com/articles/indonesias-solution-for-pollution-is-

in-the-bag-1456193356 

• http://jakartaglobe.beritasatu.com/news/indonesian-cities-now-

charging-shoppers-plastic-bags/ 

• http://jakartaglobe.beritasatu.com/multimedia/plastic-bags-usage-

drops-30/ 

Selangor,  

Malaysia 

• “No Plastic Bag Day” Concept and Its Role in Malaysian’s 

Environmental Behaviour Development (Kuppusamy & Gharleghi, 

2015) 

• http://www.thesundaily.my/news/1653914 

• http://cleanmalaysia.com/2016/04/25/dont-ban-plastic-lobbyist-

pleads/ 

• http://www.thestar.com.my/metro/community/2016/08/03/polystyre

ne-ban-in-selangor-next-year-no-plastic-bag-ruling-also-to-be-

enforced-daily/ 

Mauritius 

• http://www.sgs.com/en/news/2016/01/safeguards-01916-mauritius-

amends-regulations-banning-plastic-bags 

• http://www.govmu.org/English/News/Pages/Mauritius-bans-the-

use-of-plastic-bags.aspx 

Mexico City, 

Mexico 

• http://www.plasticsnews.com/article/20160315/NEWS/160319890/

mexicos-bag-makers-joining-forces-in-preparation-for-bag-bans 

• http://www.plasticsnews.com/article/20110804/NEWS/308049978/

mexico-rejects-plastic-bag-bans-embraces-industry-plan-to-boost-

recycling 

Montreal,  

Canada 

• http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/montreal/denis-coderre-plastic-

bag-ban-future-montreal-1.3458240 

• http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/montreal/montreal-plastic-bag-

details-1.3356917 



 

 

 

 

Rest of   the world 

Name Sources 

Morocc

o 

• http://www.moroccoworldnews.com/2016/06/188558/morocco-

intensifies-push-to-eliminate-plastic-bags-before-cop-22/ 

• http://www.ansamed.info/ansamed/en/news/sections/environment/2016/0

6/09/morocco-bids-farewell-to-plastic-bags_be3f2c5b-9239-4c87-bbc9-

c5de705d4e00.html 

• http://www.moroccoworldnews.com/2015/10/171520/morocco-moves-

to-get-rid-of-plastic-bags/ 

• http://www.moroccotomorrow.org/morocco-without-plastic-bags-

campaign-launched/ 

Philippi

nes 

• https://ocean.si.edu/sites/default/files/Philippines%20Earth%20Justice%

20Law%20Summary.pdf   

• http://www.plasticphilippines.com/Libraries/FINAL%20PPIA%20Positi

on%20Paper%20on%20PLASTIC%20BAG%20BAN%20v6.pdf 

Rwanda 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=58aBoXJARNQ 

• http://www.france24.com/en/20130411-down-to-earth-rwanda-plastic-

bag-free-utopia-ban-pollution-environment-ecosystem-contraband-

trafficking 

Taiwan 

• http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/taiwan/archives/2016/06/23/20036492

78 

• http://taiwaninfo.nat.gov.tw/ct.asp?xItem=20115&ctNode=103 

Tanzani

a 

• http://allafrica.com/stories/201601120856.html 

• http://allafrica.com/stories/201604210896.html      

• http://www.thecitizen.co.tz/News/Govt-to-take-tough-measures-to-

preserve-environment/-/1840340/3224686/-/11bm5vb/-/index.html 



 

 

Uganda 

• http://uganda.news24.com/National-News/NEMA-imposes-plastic-bag-

ban-following-fierce-criticism-20150414 

• https://globalpressjournal.com/africa/uganda/as-ugandas-plastic-bag-ban-

takes-hold-women-create-woven-reusable-bags/     

• http://www.monitor.co.ug/artsculture/Reviews/Kaveera-ban-wins-loses-

phase-out/-/691232/2730892/-/we2vh6/-/index.html 

• http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/6754127.stm 
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Name Sources 

Legislations 

• http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/packaging/pdf/report_options.pdf 

• http://www.earth-policy.org/plan_b_updates/2014/update122 

• http://www.earth-policy.org/plan_b_updates/2014/update123 
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Appendix B – Information sources of the worldwide companies  

Worldwide Plastic & 

Paper Packaging 

Companies   

International   

Name  Website 

Solenis Australia Pty 

Limited 

http://solenis.com/en/news-events/news/solenis-acquire-

assets-nuplex-pulp-paper-australia-and-new-zealand/  

Nuplex Pulp & Paper  http://www.nuplex.com/pulpandpaper/home/  

Cardia Bioplastics http://www.cardiabioplastics.com/index.php?nodeId=15  

Because We Care http://www.becausewecare.com.au/  

Andritz Group  

https://www.andritz.com/products-and-services/pf-

detail.htm?productid=11379  

Besics Compostables http://www.besics.ca/products.php  

Evlon http://www.evlon.ca/  

http://solenis.com/en/news-events/news/solenis-acquire-assets-nuplex-pulp-paper-australia-and-new-zealand/
http://solenis.com/en/news-events/news/solenis-acquire-assets-nuplex-pulp-paper-australia-and-new-zealand/
http://www.nuplex.com/pulpandpaper/home/
http://www.cardiabioplastics.com/index.php?nodeId=15
http://www.becausewecare.com.au/
https://www.andritz.com/products-and-services/pf-detail.htm?productid=11379
https://www.andritz.com/products-and-services/pf-detail.htm?productid=11379
http://www.besics.ca/products.php
http://www.evlon.ca/


 

 

Glad Ca 

https://glad.ca/waste-

management/products/compostable-bags/easy-tie-

compostable-bags/ 

Eco Gardian http://www.ecoguardian.com/multi-purpose-bags  

Eco II http://www.eco2mfg.com/eco_011.htm  

EcoSafe Zero Waste 

http://ecosafezerowaste.com/ecosafe-6400-compostable-

bags/ 

Bag to Nature http://www.indaco.ca/our-products.html 

El-En Packaging Co http://www.elenpac.com/products  

Bag to Earth http://bagtoearth.com/  

Jiangsu Torise 

Biomaterials Co., Ltd. http://jiangsutorise.en.alibaba.com/  

Bioplastic XH http://www.bioplasticxh.com/product/  

ALFA B GROUP http://www.alfa-bgroup.com/ 

GAMMA PACK http://www.gamma-pack.com/ 

LASHEEN PLASTIC 

INDUSTRIES http://www.lasheen.com/  

Al Ahram Plastic Group http://www.ahramplastic.com/ar/  

Pack House Egypt for 

Industry and Trade http://www.packhouse-egy.com/ 

The National Co. For 

Modern Package - 

Natopack http://www.natopack.com/  

Genius GPI Plastic http://www.genius-gpi.com/index.php  

Mada Trade http://www.madatradeco.com/  

Cairo Plast Company http://www.cpcplast.com/index.php  

Cepi-Eurokraft http://www.cepi-eurokraft.org/  

GreenZone Plast http://www.greenzoneplast.com/about.php  

Paper World https://www.paper-world.com/ 

https://glad.ca/waste-management/products/compostable-bags/easy-tie-compostable-bags/
https://glad.ca/waste-management/products/compostable-bags/easy-tie-compostable-bags/
https://glad.ca/waste-management/products/compostable-bags/easy-tie-compostable-bags/
http://www.ecoguardian.com/multi-purpose-bags
http://www.eco2mfg.com/eco_011.htm
http://ecosafezerowaste.com/ecosafe-6400-compostable-bags/
http://ecosafezerowaste.com/ecosafe-6400-compostable-bags/
http://www.indaco.ca/our-products.html
http://www.elenpac.com/products
http://bagtoearth.com/
http://jiangsutorise.en.alibaba.com/
http://www.bioplasticxh.com/product/
http://www.alfa-bgroup.com/
http://www.gamma-pack.com/
http://www.lasheen.com/
http://www.ahramplastic.com/ar/
http://www.packhouse-egy.com/
http://www.natopack.com/
http://www.genius-gpi.com/index.php
http://www.madatradeco.com/
http://www.cpcplast.com/index.php
http://www.cepi-eurokraft.org/
http://www.greenzoneplast.com/about.php
https://www.paper-world.com/


 

 

AB Group Packaging https://abgrouppackaging.com/ 

Novamont http://www.novamont.com/eng/mater-bi  

Paper Bags Ltd http://paperbagsltd.co.ke/home/  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Worldwide 

Plastic & 

Paper 

Packaging 

Companies   

International   

Name  Website 

Gio SolTech 

http://www.giosoltech.com/WebHome/sub.asp?siteCode=ENGLISH&

menu_seq=620 

UMARAS, 

UAB http://www.umaras.lt/en/ 

Bato Plastics 

B.V http://www.bato.nl/en/home 

Barleta 

Bacau http://www.barleta.ro/produs/pungi-si-sacose-din-hartie 

Segezha 

Group http://segezha-group.com/en/ 

https://abgrouppackaging.com/
http://www.novamont.com/eng/mater-bi
http://paperbagsltd.co.ke/home/


 

 

Billerudkors

nas http://www.billerudkorsnas.com/ 

Grabio 

Greentech 

Co http://grabio.com.tw/example_bag_eng.asp 

Minima Tech http://www.minima-tech.com/products.php?shop_itemtop_id=1 

SCG 

Packaging http://www.scgpackaging.com/ 

PTT MCC 

Biochem http://www.pttmcc.com/new/content.php?mid=W130 

Thantawan http://www.thantawan.com/ourproducts.php 

Biome 

BioPlastics http://biomebioplastics.com/product-ranges/coating/ 

Vegware 

Packaging http://www.vegwareglobal.com/products.html?product_id=48 

 

 

 

 

Worldwide Plastic & 

Paper Packaging 

Companies   

United States of America   

Name  Website 

Rutan Poly http://rutanpoly.com/ 

Sealed Air  https://sealedair.com/  

SWalter http://www.swalter.com/  

Tipa Sustainable 

Packaging https://tipa-corp.com/products/  

Tulsack http://www.tulsack.com/  

http://rutanpoly.com/
https://sealedair.com/
http://www.swalter.com/
https://tipa-corp.com/products/
http://www.tulsack.com/


 

 

Universal Plastics https://www.universalplastic.com/  

Untrash http://www.untrashproducts.com/#bags  

Westrock 

https://www.westrock.com/en/products/kraft-paper/bag-

paper 

Zee Green Bags http://zeegreenbags.com/  

 

 

Worldwide Plastic & 

Paper Packaging 

Companies   

Finland   

Name  Website 

A-KASSI KY http://www.a-kassi.fi/ 

All Pack Oy http://www.allpack.fi/ 

Amer Plast http://www.amerplast.com/ 

Antalis Oy https://www.antalis.fi/business/home.htm 

BAX KASSIT http://bax.fi/ 

Cabassi Oy http://www.cabassi.fi/ 

Carccu http://carccu.com/en/frontpage 

Cortex Oy http://www.cortex.fi/ 

DS Smith http://www.dssmith.com/packaging/ 

Er-Pakkaus Oy http://www.er-pakkaus.fi/en/ 

Eskimo Finland Oy https://www.eskimofinland.fi/ 

Export Smurfit Kappa 

Finland Oy 

http://www.smurfitkappa.com/vHome/fi/AboutUs/Pages/Def

ault.aspx 

Finnstaples Group Ab, 

Oy http://pakkaushuoltamo.fi/ 

Kek Trading Oy http://www.kektrading.fi/ 

Mondi Lohja Oy http://www.mondigroup.com/ 

Muovijaloste Oy http://www.muovijaloste.fi/page/en/frontpage.php 

https://www.universalplastic.com/
http://www.untrashproducts.com/#bags
https://www.westrock.com/en/products/kraft-paper/bag-paper
https://www.westrock.com/en/products/kraft-paper/bag-paper
http://zeegreenbags.com/


 

 

Napakka Oy http://www.napakka.fi/ 

Nylon-Tuote Finland 

Oy http://www.nylontuote.com/  

Paptic https://www.paptic.com  

Plastiroll Oy http://www.plastiroll.fi/en/  

Pohjoismaiden 

Monituote Oy http://www.monituote.com/  

Pohjolan Paperi Oy http://www.pohjolanpaperi.fi/  

Pussikeskus Oy http://www.pussikeskus.fi/fi/etusivu/  

Pyroll http://www.pyroll.com/en/pyroll  

Rani Plast Oy, Ab 

http://www.raniplast.fi/index.php?id=521f71f9a9e59&lang=

en-gb  

RKW Finland Oy http://www.rkwfinland.fi/en/home.html  

SafeSack Scandinavia 

AB http://www.safesack.com/  

Sataplast Oy http://www.sataplast.fi/index_en.php  

Sauplast Oy http://www.sauplast.fi/Index_eng.html  

Segezha Packaging Oy http://www.segezha-packaging.com/About-us.92.aspx 

Smurfit Kappa Oy 

http://www.smurfitkappa.com/vHome/com/Pages/Default.as

px 

Stenqvist Suomi Oy http://www.stenqvist.com/EN_About-us.htm  

Telpak Ab, Oy http://www.telpak.fi/en/home  

Tovepak Ky http://www.tovepak.fi/  

Trioplast Oy http://www.trioplast.com/brands/  

WellPak Finland OY http://www.wellpakfinland.fi/  

Zymotec Oy http://www.zymotec.fi/1/en  

 

 

Worldwide Plastic & Paper Packaging 

Companies   

http://www.nylontuote.com/
https://www.paptic.com/
http://www.plastiroll.fi/en/
http://www.monituote.com/
http://www.pohjolanpaperi.fi/
http://www.pussikeskus.fi/fi/etusivu/
http://www.pyroll.com/en/pyroll
http://www.raniplast.fi/index.php?id=521f71f9a9e59&lang=en-gb
http://www.raniplast.fi/index.php?id=521f71f9a9e59&lang=en-gb
http://www.rkwfinland.fi/en/home.html
http://www.safesack.com/
http://www.sataplast.fi/index_en.php
http://www.sauplast.fi/Index_eng.html
http://www.segezha-packaging.com/About-us.92.aspx
http://www.smurfitkappa.com/vHome/com/Pages/Default.aspx
http://www.smurfitkappa.com/vHome/com/Pages/Default.aspx
http://www.stenqvist.com/EN_About-us.htm
http://www.telpak.fi/en/home
http://www.tovepak.fi/
http://www.trioplast.com/brands/
http://www.wellpakfinland.fi/
http://www.zymotec.fi/1/en


 

 

France   

Name  Website 

BCGE FATAP http://www.bcgefatap.com/  

BRUNOPACK http://www.brunopack.fr/  

DS SMITH PLASTICS FRANCE 

http://www.dssmith.com/fr/corrugated-

plastics-solutions/  

EMBALL 2000 SARL E2K http://www.emball2000.fr/index.php  

ETS POLYETH AZUR VIALLON 

PERE & FILS http://polyeth-azur.com/ 

FLEXICO-MINIGRIP http://www.flexico.com/  

FRAMAPACK http://framapack.fr/  

Groupe Barbier http://www.barbiergroup.com/en  

GROUPE BARBIER http://www.plastic-film-online.com/ 

GUERIN PLASTIQUES http://www.guerin-plastiques.com/en  

JET'SAC http://www.jetsac.com/  

LBX ASIE http://www.lbx-asie.com/ 

LE SAC PUBLICITAIRE http://www.le-sac-publicitaire.fr/  

LE SACHET EMBALLAGE http://www.le-sachet-emballage.com/en/  

LEYGATECH http://www.leygatech.com/  

MAGISAC-SERVICES http://www.magisac.com/index.php  

MULTIDIFFUSION SANTE http://www.multidiffusion.fr/  

PLASTIREMA http://www.plastirema.fr/  

PLASTUL SA http://www.guely.fr/  

PROMOPLAST http://www.promoplast.fr/en  

PUB EN SAC http://www.pubensac.com/  

River Pack http://www.riverpack.fr/en/index.php  

SAK PLAST http://www.sak-plast.fr/  

SARL KASSAMALY Dalby Plastique http://www.dalby-plastique.fr/  

SCOP LOMBARD http://www.scoplombard.fr/  

SENS SARL http://www.sens-innovation.com/  

http://www.bcgefatap.com/
http://www.brunopack.fr/
http://www.dssmith.com/fr/corrugated-plastics-solutions/
http://www.dssmith.com/fr/corrugated-plastics-solutions/
http://www.emball2000.fr/index.php
http://polyeth-azur.com/
http://www.flexico.com/
http://framapack.fr/
http://www.barbiergroup.com/en
http://www.plastic-film-online.com/
http://www.guerin-plastiques.com/en
http://www.jetsac.com/
http://www.lbx-asie.com/
http://www.le-sac-publicitaire.fr/
http://www.le-sachet-emballage.com/en/
http://www.leygatech.com/
http://www.magisac.com/index.php
http://www.multidiffusion.fr/
http://www.plastirema.fr/
http://www.guely.fr/
http://www.promoplast.fr/en
http://www.pubensac.com/
http://www.riverpack.fr/en/index.php
http://www.sak-plast.fr/
http://www.dalby-plastique.fr/
http://www.scoplombard.fr/
http://www.sens-innovation.com/


 

 

STE GECOSAC http://www.gecosac.net/index.html  

TEYSSIER EXTIMSO http://www.teyssier-extimso.fr/  

TOUSSAC http://www.toussac.fr/  

TRANSFOPLASTIQUE http://www.transfoplastique.com/  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Worldwide 

Plastic & 

Paper 

Packaging 

Companies   

United States 

of America   

Name  Website 

http://www.gecosac.net/index.html
http://www.teyssier-extimso.fr/
http://www.toussac.fr/
http://www.transfoplastique.com/


 

 

A.N.S Plastics 

Corp http://www.shopping-bags.net/about-us/  

AB Group 

Packaging https://abgrouppackaging.com/  

Adart Poly Bag http://www.adartpolybag.com/  

Advance 

Polybag Inc http://www.apicorp.com/  

Al-Pack 

Compostable http://mycompost.com/ 

All State 

Plastics http://allstate-plastics.com/products/compostable-can-liners  

Aluf Plastics http://www.alufplastics.com/products.html  

Amcor http://www.amcor.com/home  

Ar-Bee Plastic 

Bags http://www.arbeeplasticbags.com/index.html  

Atlantic Poly 

Inc http://atlanticpoly.com/index  

B&H Bag Co http://www.bhbag.com/  

BioBag USA http://biobagusa.com/  

Clear Bags 

USA http://www.clearbags.com/bags  

Crown Poly http://www.crownpoly.com/  

DanaPoly http://www.danapoly.com/  

Eco Enclose http://www.ecoenclose.com/  

Eco Film http://www.ecofilm.com/  

General Plastic http://www.generalplastic.com/index.html  

Great 

American 

Packaging http://www.greatampack.com/ 

http://www.shopping-bags.net/about-us/
https://abgrouppackaging.com/
http://www.adartpolybag.com/
http://www.apicorp.com/
http://mycompost.com/
http://allstate-plastics.com/products/compostable-can-liners
http://www.alufplastics.com/products.html
http://www.amcor.com/home
http://www.arbeeplasticbags.com/index.html
http://atlanticpoly.com/index
http://www.bhbag.com/
http://biobagusa.com/
http://www.clearbags.com/bags
http://www.crownpoly.com/
http://www.danapoly.com/
http://www.ecoenclose.com/
http://www.ecofilm.com/
http://www.generalplastic.com/index.html
http://www.greatampack.com/


 

 

Heritage Bag 

Co - BioTuf http://www.biotuf.com/ 

Im Organic http://www.imorganic.com/index.php  

IntelPlast 

Group http://www.inteplast.us/ibs/products.html  

International 

Paper  

http://www.internationalpaper.com/products/na/corrugated-

packaging/corrugated-packaging-products/paper-bags 

International 

Plastics http://www.interplas.com/  

Multi-Pak USA http://www.multipakusa.com/index.php//  

Nashville Waps http://www.nashvillewraps.com/  

Nashville 

Wraps - Green 

Way Packaging 

http://www.nashvillewraps.com/pages/recycled_packaging/showpage

.ww?page=GREENWAY  

Nature Bags http://www.naturbag.com/compostable-bags-and-liners  

Neenah 

Packaging http://www.neenahpackaging.com/products/bags  

Neenah Paper  http://www.neenahpaper.com/aboutneenah/history  

Nippon Paper 

Group http://www.nipponpapergroup.com/english/  

Novolex http://novolex.com/ 

Organix 

Solutions http://www.organixsolutions.com/solutions  

Orora Group http://www.ororagroup.com/  

Pan Pacific 

Manufacturing 

Inc http://www.pppmi.com/aboutus.html  

Plus Packaging 

Inc https://www.pluspackaging.com/  

http://www.biotuf.com/
http://www.imorganic.com/index.php
http://www.inteplast.us/ibs/products.html
http://www.internationalpaper.com/products/na/corrugated-packaging/corrugated-packaging-products/paper-bags
http://www.internationalpaper.com/products/na/corrugated-packaging/corrugated-packaging-products/paper-bags
http://www.interplas.com/
http://www.multipakusa.com/index.php/
http://www.nashvillewraps.com/
http://www.nashvillewraps.com/pages/recycled_packaging/showpage.ww?page=GREENWAY
http://www.nashvillewraps.com/pages/recycled_packaging/showpage.ww?page=GREENWAY
http://www.naturbag.com/compostable-bags-and-liners
http://www.neenahpackaging.com/products/bags
http://www.neenahpaper.com/aboutneenah/history
http://www.nipponpapergroup.com/english/
http://novolex.com/
http://www.organixsolutions.com/solutions
http://www.ororagroup.com/
http://www.pppmi.com/aboutus.html
https://www.pluspackaging.com/


 

 

Poly Pak 

Plastic (PPP) http://www.polypakplastics.com/  

Rag Bags http://ragbags.com/ 

 

http://www.polypakplastics.com/
http://ragbags.com/
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